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According to FORTUNE Magazine, the analysis in Stern Stewart's Performance 1000
represents "a tool no investor should be without." Now use the same analytical tools
to assess the reasonableness of market evaluations, determine market expectations about
future corporate profit growth, analyze performance, create and evaluate business
plans, value corporations or divisions, and assess financing strategies. Stern Stewart's
EVAntage—is a new comprehensive financial analysis of 1,300 public companies that
provides continually updated EVA® data. Stern Stewart's FINANSEERI is the only
financial modeling software that uses EVA to increase operating and financing efficiencies
by improving innovation, balance sheet management, and financial structure. Together,
they provide insights you can't find anywhere else... even with a crystal ball.

� : ••- EVA
Delivering Value
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Stern Stewart & Co.
888 -EVA -9392
www.eva.com/forecast
'Stem Stewart's EVAntage is an add-on nodule to Standard & Poor's COMPUSTAI' datahase and Research Insight' software.
© 2001 Stem Stewart & Co. All rights reserved. EVA and FINANSEER' are registered trademarks of Stern Stewart & Co.
S &P's Research Insight" andCOMPUSTAT'areregistered trademarks of the McGraw -Hill Companies. Inc.

Look before you leap.
Before you jump at hiring your next accounting or financial professional —
or give an existing employee a performance review — be sure you have
the latest salary data at your fingertips. The 2001 Salary Guide from
Accountants On Call — financial staffing and recruiting specialists
with over 120 offices worldwide — can help you determine how your
organization's compensation packages compare to other employers within
your region. • This year's Guide features accurate, up -to -date salary
information and job descriptions for all major accounting and financial
functions, and includes variance formulas to determine specific salary
levels for selected metropolitan areas.
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Don't let your compensation plans fall behind the competition.
Call 800- 327 -1117 ext. 282 for your nearest AOC office — or go to www.aocnet.com —
and request your Free Salary Guide today!

accountants
on call
®2001 AOC
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You have a vision.
You know where you want your
organization to go. To get there,
you have to make smart choices.
Respond to dynamic factors.
Traditional budgeting won't provide
answers here. You need a strategic
plan and a budget that leverages
resources to profit from change.

You need predictive tools that help
you budget based on workload,
analysis, performance, resource
constraints and profitability analysis.
The Oros Planning /Budgeting
solution replaces padding and
politics with clear decision - making
data to help you realize your vision.

To get there, start here:
WEB:

www.BetterManagement.com/plan
CALL:

800.939.8577 ext. 316 or

503.617.7316
EMAIL:

info@abctech.com
Ask for "Plan & Budget Pack 201 "

ORO S AN ALYT IC S:
Planning /Budgeting
ABC /M
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28WhenSmallCompaniesImplementBigSystems

By ROBERT G . E S H E L M A N, PAUL E. J U R A S,

AND THOMAS C . TAYLOR

When this small company implemented an ERP system they had limited resources and nine challenges facing
them. Working as a team from the CEO on down, they overcame the hurdles and successfully "went live"
according to plan. 0

34DabWarehousing101 BY

JOE MOYE AND DAVE UPTON

The real winners in today's high -tech environment are those who successfully harness the data within their systems
and transform it into value -based information that can be used as a competitive weapon and business driver. 0

40ChristineKirk:HelpingCompaniesMaketheOutsourcingLeap By

M AR LE N E P I T U R R O

The next generation of outsourcing firms illustrated by Kirk, CEO of LeapSource, is not
so much interested in downsizing departments and laying off excess employees but
instead focuses on managing the business processes around accounting.

46 BeatingtheOdds

BY CHUNG BOTHWELL

In an era when many credit unions were forced to close their doors, the University of
California Livermore Employees Credit Union grew to become a $165 million operation.
It accomplished this feat through clear policies, the personal touch, and teamwork. 0

52 IntellectualPropertyOnline:ALandmarkCase

By MICHAEL C A S T E L L U C C I O
The suit against Napster, the program that makes it easy to copy MP3 music files, may
help to resolve basic Internet copyright issues. 0
Articles meet CPE requirements for:

0

NASBA and IMA /CMA /CFM or * IMA /CMA /CFM

For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA website, www.imanet.org, or
contact Alice Hayes at (201) 573 -9000, ext. 213; fax (201) 573 -8185; or by e-mail at ahaves @imanet.ore.
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5 8 DoesTeamingPayOff? By

PRISCILLA

S.

WISNER

, CMA , AND H O L L A C E A . F E I S T
It did for Bell Atlantic, which discovered that their

initial teaming experiment improved productivity,

XBRL79
Edgar online creates repository for financial
statements tagged in XBRL.

quality, and employee satisfaction. Q

65 BecomeaBetterleader
BY

KENNARD

T.

WING

, CMA

To really lead you have to walk the talk, praise the
successes, share your dream, celebrate victories,
nurture people, build teams, and, above all, stay in
front. 0

70AGreenandLeanWorkplace?
BY

T 110 NIAS

P.

departments
STREETWISE21
Do you consider environmental issues when planning growth? • Women accountants advance
* Are companies paying more attention to
ethics? • Congress endorses tax benefits for
renewal communities. • Books: The Market
Approach to Valuing Businesses

KUNES

Through the use of special analytic tools, some

TOOLSOFTHETRADE74

firms are discovering their real environmental costs

Ready or not, it's tax time. Would you like paper,

are five times what they budgeted. By making nomi-

plastic, or the Web?

n a l p r o c e ss i m p r o v e m e n t i n v e st m e n t s t h e y a r e a b l e

to reduce these costs and boost the bottom line. 0
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F I N A N C E E D I TO R

by Frank Minter, CPA

Alan Levinsohn
A R T D I R E C TO R

We often talk in "shorthand" when our audience understands

Mary Zisk

what we are talking about, but I suspect many of you are not fa-

P RO DUC TIO N M ANAGER

Lisa Nasuta

miliar with the title of my discussion this month. MEF stands for

CIR C U LATIO N

Alice Schulman

Memorial Education Fund, which is a charitable trust established
for IMA to use to fund special educational activities.

P UBLISHER / EXEC UTIV E D IR EC TO R

handle this task.

David T. Schweitz

Our 2000 in 2000 Program was al-

Our MEF has a principal amount

so funded from the income of the
ADVE R TISI NG R E P R E S E NTATIVE S

of just over $4 million, an amount

MEF. Under this program we award-

that has benefited from the positive

ed IMA student members a scholar-

stock market growth in re-

ship to take our CMA and

cent years but that has

CFM exams for free. At last

grown very little from oth-

count we had over 600 stu-

er sources such as dona-

dents somewhere in the

tions or bequests. The

process of certification.

Fund is administered by a

Without the income

group of volunteers who

from the MEF we probably

act as a subcommittee of

could not provide the bene-

our Committee on Fi-

fits we currently do, but we

nance. Its current chairma n is Bill McDermott,

6
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New York, NY 10018
(212) 594 -3535
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The R. W.Walker Company, Inc.
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Santa Monica, CA 90405
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really should be doing
FRAN K

M I LATER

m u c h m o r e . An i n v e st m e n t

MA

who has taken a very active interest
in the future of the Fund and its
long -term enhancements.
Let me describe a couple of the
more significant uses of the income
the Fund produces each year. This
year, under the direction of the Student Committee and its Chairman

vast transfer of wealth that will take

James Evans, IMA will award some

place in this country over the next

CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers. MA 01923.
(may cAmigpt,com ISSN 152483.9X, $3.00 + 304.

$175,000 in student scholarships for

decade, so now is a great opportunity

Quantity reprints of any article in Strategic Finance

next year. Choosing the winning stu-

for each of us to consider how we

dents is a difficult task because we

might best dispose of our accumulat-

have a large number of qualified ap-

ed lifetime assets to benefit others.

plicants. The Student Committee will

Bill and his team overseeing the MEF

spend three days during March to

ha v e d eve l-
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in students who are pursuing a career
in financial management is an investment in the future of IMA. A CMA
scholarship to a successful applicant

Authorization to photocopy Strategic Finance. Items

is a small amount to achieve a possi-

personal use of specific clients, is granted by the

ble lifelong member of IMA.

IMA to libraries and other users registered with

Much has been written about the

conti nu ed on pa ge 24

for internal or personal use, or the internal or

the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional
Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of
$3.00 per copy, plus 304 per page, is paid directly to

or back issues (subject to availability) may be
obtained from IMA, Circulation Department,
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Your Northwes tern Mutual Financ ial

Network Representative can be all
those things, offering expert guidance
and bringing you the specialists you
need to reach your financial goals.

Northwestern Mutual
F I N A N C I A L NE T WO R K` "

www.n ort hwes ter nm ut uat .c om
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FCareers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Becoming a Peak Performer
To be successful in accounting and finance today, you must have more than solid
technical, communication, and analytical skills. You must commit to becoming a
peak performer— someone who is recognized for consistently maintaining high
productivity levels and going above and beyond expectations.
One of the keys to operating at peak performance is effective project manag-

*

\

ment. Here are some suggestions:
Set priorities. This goes beIi
J
yond using an expensive time
management system. You should
make a point of defining the criteI
,
ria that place a project at the top of
your to -do list. Don't make the mistake of focusing all your attention
on immediate tasks and deadlines.
It's equally important to address
long -term strategic goals. By taking
proactive steps to work on these objectives, y o u can reduce the amount
of time you spend each day addressing challenges that
can result from poor planning.
• See the big picture. Consider each task you work on
throughout the day as part of an integrated whole. Look
for the connections among each meeting, project, or conversation. For example, do they relate to a common business goal, such as implementing enterprisewide cost -cutting measures, or impact a particular department in the
organization? Maintaining a big - picture perspective can
help you save time as you consolidate assignments.
• Streamline processes. Analyze how you do your job,
and look for areas where you can improve. Is there a valid
reason certain tasks are handled in a particular way, or
have you fallen into a routine? For example, perhaps you
have managed the tax filings for your company since it

I

II
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was a smaller organization.
While that was effective years
ago, now that your firm has
doubled in size it may be time
to delegate certain aspects of
the process to others on your
accounting staff.
Be sure to examine all your
daily responsibilities, even
those you consider mundane.
Look at how other managers
approach similar tasks or projects. If you're receptive to new
ideas as you perform this assessment, you're likely to find
improved ways of handling day -to -day responsibilities.
• Avoid procrastination. Even the best accounting professionals occasionally wait until the last minute to work
on unpleasant or unchallenging assignments. But procrastination can be a severe problem if it becomes a habit,
leading to everything from increased stress to strained relationships with other managers and coworkers.
The most effective way to overcome any tendencies to
put off work on projects is by reducing larger tasks into
smaller, more manageable projects. For example, if you're
preparing a report for the CFO, take note of all the procedures required to complete it —from gathering data to
creating pie charts. Then determine how best to accomplish each stage of the process, whether it's by focusing

00 management reports.
performance metrics.
7 market indicators,
mouse click? Sweet."

3 EverestTM' is

more than just budgeting software. It's

based management portal that provides every manager
: information, performance reports, and competitive
l with a single mouse click. Built to maximize the
—

,,.,....,
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Internet, Microsoft® Excel, and centralized database

technologies, Everest provides revolutionary Web- based, analytic
capabilities unequalled in the industry. The result? Managers with
the information and tools to run their business more effectively.

-
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Vital information at every manager's fingertips?
It's Happening.
Adjust your budgeting attitudes. Call 203.964.3100
or visit us at www.outtooksoft.com
The Web Analytics Company''
Microsoft
Partner, Microsoft Data Warehouse Alliance 2000

on them yourself or assigning tasks
to others on your team.
• Be realistic. Perfectionism can
create the same types of issues that
are often associated with procrastination, such as missed deadlines or
strained work relationships. While
you want to set high standards for
your work, if they're unrealistically
high or impossible to achieve you'll
create barriers to your entire team's

It's also valuable to know your
strengths and weaknesses. Don't be
afraid to ask others for guidance if
you're unfamiliar with a project or
assignment.
• Become an effective decision
maker. Making smart decisions is
key to being a peak performer. You
should start by becoming aware of
your biases. For example, if you had
a bad experience with a financial
software application five years ago

success.

You'll Feel Almost As Comfortable
Taking The CMA/CFM Exam As You Did
Studying For It.

Let% think — You can st udy for yo ur

personal instructor and tutor, customized
study session analysis, TexTutor® onscreen help, exam overview and prep tips,
immediate full -text answers to every
question and a completely individualized
study method.

CMA/CFM Exam in a generic seminar, or
simply by 'hitting the books; with no
personalized help and no promise you'll
pass all or any part of the exam.
Or. You can sit down at your discretion
for a one-on -one, interactive power study
session with the test review that guarantees you'll pass."

In fact, only The MicroMash Way® lets
you study for your CMA/CFM Exam the
same way you take it ... on the computer.
Old way vs. new way.
it's way easy to call this one.

MicroMash brings you never-available
before features like built-in on -disk

t
MicroMash®

1- 800 -272 -PASS
Ref# 2232

At Your Own Pace. in lour Own Space.
'C r notn — lettuns appty, roilfar r

10
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and decided you would never purchase that product again, you may
not recognize that the new and improved version is ideal for your department's needs today. Trust your
intuition about some decisions, but
also remember to listen to the feedback you receive from others, even
if it goes against your existing
opinions.
In addition, learn to judge the effectiveness of a decision based on
the process, not the outcome. Even
though a project may turn out to be
more expensive or time consuming
than you initially expected, consider
whether it accomplished the goal.
Remember: No one can predict the
future. The right decisions are made
by considering the best information
available at the time.
By incorporating some of the suggestions outlined above into your
daily practices, you'll notice numerous benefits, including improved
productivity and more solid relationships with colleagues. You'll also
start developing the peak performance mind-set that's so valuable to
career advancement. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Hal}I', Accountemps®, and RHI
Management Resources®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized
staffing firm placing accounting and
finance professionals on a full -time,
temporary, and project basis. Mess mer's most recent books are Managing Your Career For Dummies®
(IDG Books Worldwide), Job Hunting For Dummies®,2nd Edition
(IDG Books Worldwide), Human
Resources Kit For Dummies® (IDG
Books Worldwide), and The Fast
Forward MBA in Hiring (John
Wiley & Sons).

Allow us to introduce ourselves. We're Deltek. For nearly two decades,
we've been busy developing innovative software and solutions automating
professional services organizations. So busy that we haven't spent much time
making our name known. Except, of course, for the thousands of companies we
serve worldwide.
We could d• great things for your business. Our back office and front
office solutions help you win more business, strengthen customer relationships,
improve your cash flow and boost project profitability. Call us at 800 - 456 -2009
or visit our Web site at www.deltek.com. We'll make you glad you ran into us.

ZDELTEK
I M A MMM

M M I

Project Accounting & Finance • CRM & Proposal Automation • Employee Time & Expense • Enterprise Planning • e- Business
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

Listening as a Feeling
HAVE YOU EVER HAD GOOSE BUMPS WHEN
someone was speaking and wondered why? Well, it could
be that you were hearing truth. Goose bumps, or feeling
the hair stand up on the back of your neck, is nature's
way of letting you know you're hearing something special. They are the physical manifestation of certainty.
So, what does this have to do with our world of finance
and accounting? Simply that effective listening is essential
for anyone who wants to perform
at his or her best, work easily and
gracefully, and learn effectively.
Every business guru would
agree that good listening is an essential skill of groups that achieve
outstanding performance. These
experts can describe every possible behavior that marks a good
listener— traits that do, in fact,
describe someone who listens well
to what others have to say. And
some of them even prescribe all
kinds of mental exercises to improve our listening, each of which
has someone who can attest to its
effectiveness.
But if their techniques are so
good, then why do we waste so
much time repeating ourselves?
Few people realize that the art of listening has everything to do with a kind of feeling and little to do with the
mental gymnastics of trying to concentrate on the words
themselves. Feelings are to the quality of hearing as our
sense of smell is to the enjoyment of a great meal or our
sense of touch is to the expression of love. You are listen12
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ing deeply whenever you become "lost in the words" and
find yourself experiencing deep feelings of joy, gratitude,
surprise, curiosity, warmth, closeness, wonder, beauty, or
appreciation. You are hearing at a more profound level.
The stronger the feeling, the more profound the understanding. And the more profound the understanding, the
clearer the subsequent course of action.
I may be telling you something you've already discovered. But speaking for myself, I
found it hard to grasp the notion
that I would understand what
people were saying a lot better by
listening for the feeling. It made
little sense. For me, it was content
that mattered —to the point that I
often took notes while others were
talking rather than simply listening. I'd find myself asking others
to repeat themselves or even wishing they'd slow down so that my
writing could keep pace.
I also wanted to be seen as
someone who had important
things to say. Often I'd simply be
waiting for the other person to
stop talking so that I could take
over the conversation. And my true
blind spot was that I wanted to be right! Most of the time
I would listen only for those statements that agreed with
my point of view, or I'd use someone else's words as ammunition to make my points.
Distracted as I was with my own thinking, it's not surprising that I came across as distracted, slow - witted, arrogant, or even argumentative. Meaning might unfold dur-

Circle No. 3

ing a meeting, but more often other
people just wished they could leave.
From my perspective it seemed as
though these other people "just
didn't get it." Otherwise why would I
have to repeat myself so much? It's a
wonder that we accomplished as
much as we did.
But when I began to see listening
as an art and conversation as something that creates beauty, then I began to notice how my own thoughts
interfered with the experience. What
became clear was the more I
thought —the greater my own mental activity —the less insight and
understanding I gained and the
harder it was to remember what had
been said!
Talk about a counter - intuitive notion. Whereas I used to have difficulty reconstructing a meeting from my
notes, I suddenly discovered that I
could recall details with crystal clarity from meetings that took place
months earlier, without ever having
written anything down. Even more
important, I was able to act in ways
that were true to the intent of the
conversation without developing an
action plan or relying on any kind of
checklist. Also, I found that for
weeks afterward I was able to reflect

ample, something they say touches
me, I become curious about what
they have to say, or I suddenly recognize that we have begun a substantive conversation without ever having formally started!
Children are good at this. They
can approach another kid on the
playground, one they've never met,
and in five minutes be playing as if
they were next -door neighbors. Well,
all of us are sojourners —alive on
Earth for the briefest moment in
time. So why not communicate by
first acknowledging our spiritual
connectedness even if we have never
laid eyes on each other before or
even if we think the other person has
nothing to say or is out to get us?
Next, try turning your back on
your own thoughts. We can't stop
thinking any more than we can stop
breathing. But we can stop paying
attention to what we're thinking. In
other words, we can stop taking our
thoughts so seriously. How can we
really listen to another person when
we are mentally talking so loudly to
ourselves?
I liken it to the experience of letting go. When I have the courage to
do this, I often find myself fascinated
by what others are saying. Some-

o n t h e su b st a n c e o f t h e d i sc u ssi o n

and keep finding new meanings and
ideas.
Before you say, "Well maybe this
works for you, but it would never
work for me," I ask you to try an experiment over the next couple of
days. First of all, when you meet
with someone, take the time to build
rapport before conducting any
"business." Simply make a connection with the other person as a fellow human being before getting
down to work. I know when I have
rapport with other people because I
have feelings toward them —for ex14
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times the sense of being "drawn into
their world" overtakes me with a
sudden rush of feeling, or I become
awestruck by their inner beauty or
their unique creativity.
Finally, notice your own feelings.
When your mind is conducive to
deeper listening, you are likely to be
filled with a sense of peace and
quiet. Emotions will tend to be the
deep ones — enthusiasm rather than
excitement, joy rather than giddiness, gratitude rather than relief.
The feelings of groups will become more evident. For example, if
the conversation feels stilted, then
this tells you that people are probably paying attention to their own
thoughts and not really listening to
what others are saying. People in
groups tend to accelerate the speed
of their words. You can get the feeling of rushing headlong down a
steep mountain trail. They can go off
track and begin repeating themselves. This feels like walking
through mud. Or they can get really
excited, and you can feel as though
you're jumping out of your skin.
But being present doesn't require
that you join in. Listen for the deeper feeling that comes from a more
mindful and spiritual place, and
then act on that thought. Sometimes
the effect will be stunning.
Everyone seeks answers to their
most urgent questions. People who
understand that it is a positive feeling that opens the door to their own
inner wisdom will start to see that
the solutions are abundant. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity of staff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn@gunn.partners.com.

Putting out too many fires caused by slow, outdated I(9) processing
systems? Then tryImSourcel RS 1099. This Web-based application server
provider GIR) centralizes reporting d:ua, so your staff' can address
inyuities wid coven enter chmges on- screen while talking to pavers.
And becausv it's a remote server system, data numagement .md sofhvare
maintenmce are done for you — so there's more time for other tasks.

® 2001 RIA 699861 /1401 All names and trademarks are the property of their respechw owners
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Taxes

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

Material Participation and the Effect on
Passive Activity Loss Limitations
ANY TAXPAYER INVESTING IN A FLOW through entity could be subject to limitations on losses
passed through from that entity. Generally, losses passed
through from a partnership or S corporation are deductible unless they are limited by basis limitations, atrisk limitations, or passive loss limitations. To deduct a
loss from a flow - through entity, all basis and at -risk requirements (under Section 465 of the Internal Revenue
Code) must be satisfied first. Passive loss limitations are
determined last. To deduct losses, taxpayers have to climb
through a myriad of rules where there are many traps for
the unwary. A taxpayer should consider the passive activity rules carefully before making an investment in a passive activity.
A passive activity is defined in IRC
a
Section 469 as any activity that involves the conduct of any trade or
business and in which the taxpayer does

p

not materially participate. Passive

activities always include rental ac-

T

tivities, although there are special rules
for real estate professionals. Passive activities also always include limited partnership interests. If a taxpayer materially participates in an activity
,
that isn't rental and isn't a lim�
� W
ited partnership interest, then
the losses are treated as active losses
,
and not limited at all.
Passive losses are defined in Section 469 as
the amount by which the aggregate losses from all
passive activities for the taxable year exceeds the aggregate income from all passive activities for the taxable year

For example, an individual has an investment in the folis
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lowing three activities with corresponding income and
loss amounts for the year ended 2000:

Activity
A
B
C

Income (Loss) for 2000
$1,000
$(10,000)
$(5,000)

Assuming all activities are passive, aggregate passive
losses are $15,000, and aggregate passive income is $1,000.
The net passive loss is $14,000. If there are no other investments, the taxpayer would report $1,000 of passive income and $1,000 of passive loss, and the remaining
$14,000 loss would be disallowed in 2000. The disallowed
loss would be carried forward to any year in the future in
which the company has passive income from which to off-

set the disallowed passive activity loss. Alternatively,
in the future if activities B and C are sold, the prior
year disallowed losses are "triggered" and
may be fully deducted by the taxpayer
in the year of sale.
If the taxpayer
materially participates
in activities A, B, and
(
C, then the activities
/
would not be treated
as passive activities.
The loss amount recognized for 2000
would be $14,000 with
no carryforward
amounts. Since the
activity isn't passive, because

I

Has the revolving door of fixed asset software vendors left you dazed?

Come on over to BNA...

BNA Fixed Assets Next Dimension or Enterprise Edition
Easy import from
• Best!' programs ■ CLR Depreciation ■ GoSystem Fixed Assets ■ ACE Depreciation
• Deprecia tion Solutions (Windows /DOS) ■ AICPA Depreciation ■ and more!
Easy import, powerful performance, superb technical support, and data conversion
ser vices upon request. Come on over to BNA — and get some peace of mind!
CALL BNA 1SOFTWARE
FIXED
M
ORN VISIT WWW.BNASOFTWARE COM
-800-372-1033T

BNASOFTW]ff
BAND 511K

All product names referenced herein are registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 2001 BNA Software, a division of Tax Management Inc., Washington, O.C.
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of the taxpayer's material participation, all losses are allowed in the
year 2000. If the taxpayer isn't a material participant, then the activities
are passive, and the deductible passive losses are limited to the amount
of passive income with all disallowed losses carried forward to a future year. Thus, the definition of
material participation becomes very
important.

Material Participation
An investment in a trade or business
won't be considered passive if a taxpayer materially participates in the
investment. If one of the following
tests under Treas. Reg. §1.469 -5T(a)
is met, the taxpayer will be treated as
materially participating in a trade or
business for that year.
1. The individual participates in

the activity for more than 500 hours
during such year.
2. The individual's participation
in the activity for the year constitutes substantially all of the participation in the activity of all individuals (including individuals who are
not owners of interests in the activity) for such year.
3. The individual participates in
the activity for more than 100 hours
during the taxable year, and such individual's participation in the activity for the taxable year is not less
than the participation in the activity
of any other individual.
4. The activity is a significant participation activity for the taxable
year, and the individual's aggregate
participation in all significant participation activities during the year exceeds 500 hours. A significant partic-

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP P rovi des T he Fl exi bi l it y, Power
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your Toughes t Projects
Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare

P

f

u

budgets within a very short
timeframe.

The financial
forecasting model

complete financial forecasts and

for professionals

Runs in Excel. All formulas are inclu
and all commands have been autom
Free telephone support - forever.

"A real winner"
— The Bottom Line

Standard $
Plus
Modula

399
$599
$899

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

www.pendock.com
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Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Bank Crud! Lf
Changes in
Financial Position

(800)567 -4500
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Income
Cost of

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

ipation activity is one in which an individual participates in an activity for
more than 100 hours for the year.
5. The individual materially participated in the activity for any five
taxable years (whether or not consecutive) during the immediately
preceding 10 taxable years.
6. The activity is a personal service activity (i.e., the activity involves
the performance of personal services
such as health, law, engineering, architecture, accounting, actuarial science, performing arts, or consulting)
and the individual materially participated in the activity for any three
taxable years (whether or not consecutive) preceding the taxable year.
7. Based on all facts and circumstances, the individual participates in
the activity on a regular, continuous,
and substantial basis during such year.
An activity that meets any one of
the above tests isn't considered passive and so isn't subject to the complex and stringent passive activity
loss limitations. Planning to avoid
the passive activity rules can be as
simple as spending a couple more
hours at the office —for numbers 1
and 3 above. Material participation
is determined on a year -by -year basis. Thus, in years when losses are
expected from an activity, planning
around the passive activity rules by
meeting one of the material participant tests allows a taxpayer to fully
deduct losses.
The passive activity rules are very
complex. When determining if an
investment is passive, you should always consult your tax advisor. Good
planning throughout the year could
result in having material participation for an activity. —Stacy A. Kline

Letters of Credit

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Disc(
Cash

Stacy A. Kline is professor of accounting at Drexel University. You can
reach her at klinesaklinesa@dr el.edu.
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Do You Consider Environmental Issues
When Planning Growth? Kathy Williams, Editor

WOMENACCOUNTANTS
ADVANCE
The number of management -level positions held by women
accountants has
increased in the last
five years, according
to 43% of 1,400 CFOs
polled in a recent
RHI Management
Resources survey.
And 58% said they
foresee greater numbers being promoted
to senior financial
roles in the next five

IF NOT, YOU SHOULD, ADVISES JOHN PAYNE, PRESIDENT OF THE PAYNE FIRM,

an environmental consulting firm. "Most companies know how to handle growth when it
comes to things like office or plant space, labor force, vendor relations, and the like," he
explains, "but they forget to take into account environmental issues that arise as a result of
growth." Examples are process modifications, environmental accounting, and the lack of
an environmental strategic plan.
Manufacturers are especially vulnerable to environmental challenges in the process
modifications area, Payne notes. Minor changes they need to make to their manufacturing
process to fill some large orders, for example, could lead to major problems if they haven't
done their homework in the areas of permits and compliance programs. "A good example
would be a manufacturer who produces automobile parts," Payne says. "Their biggest customer offers them an opportunity for huge orders if they can meet the specs." Maybe
those specs would be coating the parts with a special agent. But if the company hasn't
included that in its permit and compliance programs, it could be subject to large government fines if it didn't comply with the regulations.
Environmental accounting is also an area companies should consider, which means
companies maintain cash reserves to deal with known and unknown enviQ®
ronmental issues they may or may not face. This carries some obvious
risks because they don't want to have too little or too much set aside.
"The requirements, including SFAS 5 and SOP 96, are very clear on
the requirements for publicly traded companies," Payne notes.
'i
Regarding a plan, Payne says it should take a long, hard look
at how the company wants to grow and check into things like
getting current on compliance and permits or keeping abreast of
environmental rules and regulations.

Executive Coaching Yields High R01
Sometimes executives need help in changing their behavior or sharpening their performance —and that's where executive coaching comes in. Outside coaching specialists usually work with the executives for about six months to a year to achieve the desired results.
In a recent study by Manchester Inc., the coaching firm found that companies whose
executives participated in the program received about a 5.7 return on their investment.
c o n t i n u e d on pa g e 24
Some benefits the companies saw were improvements in pro-

«

Q

years.
"A growing number are being named
to CFO positions
and achieving
partner status
at large public
accounting
firms," Paul
McDonald, RHI
executive director
said. "Other professionals are using
their finance, management, and
entrepreneurial skills
to launch their own
businesses." ■
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APPEARS THAT MORE ETHICS PROGRAMS ARE BECOMING BASED ON CONCERNS

—

[ET HICS]

INPUT

Are Companies Paying More Attention to
Ethics? I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

KUDOS
wantedtocomplimentBobGunn
on his most recent article [January] . Iagree —one of the biggest

ALTHOUGH ETHICAL SCANDALS SEEM TO PERSIST, THE TIDE MAY BE TURNING. A

challenges people facein today's

recent story in The New York Times is titled "Big Companies Are Getting Religion on
Ethics." As evidence, the author cites rapidly increasing membership in the Ethics Offiicers Association and a study showing greater attention to ethical concerns in the
boardroom. The 1999
Conference Board study
found that board members
are now much more
involved in the creation
and implementation of
ethical standards. Also, an
Ethics Research Center
survey shows that workers
are expressing greater concerns for workplace issues
involving ethics.
More important, the
Times article suggests that ethics is beginning to play a more important role in corporate decision making and is permeating corporate cultures to a greater extent. A
spokesperson from the Institute for Global Ethics states that responsibilities of ethics
officers have expanded from police officer or ombudsperson to that of a policy maker,
functioning as a "corporate coach for ethical decision making." It appears that more
ethics programs are becoming based on concerns for values rather than legal
compliance.
Of particular interest to management accountants and financial managers are efforts
to encourage greater disclosure of social and environmental as well as financial performance. The London -based Institute of Social and Ethical Accounting, Auditing and
Reporting has issued preliminary guidelines for performing social audits. In the United
States there's a group known as The Corporate Sunshine Working Group. It includes
social investors, a part of the Social Investment Forum; environmental activists; and
labor unions. This group has had preliminary conversations with the SEC to motivate
increased public disclosure of ethical, environmental, and social performance.
The SEC isn't the only influencing factor. The findings of a national poll of investors
sponsored by the AICPA show that American investors reject government intervention
and want corporations to voluntarily provide new types of information. Since investors
are looking for as much credible information as possible when making decisions, they
prefer voluntary disclosure to government regulation that often leads to legalistic boil erplate. One of the new information elements requested by study participants deals
with "Corporate Responsibility," such as compliance with privacy policies or overseas
labor or environmental standards. Over three - fourths
c o nt i nu ed on p a ge 2 4

world is balancing theimmediate
against the long term.

I liked his analysis of the period
between stimulus and response.

Great job!
Thomas1. Cog hI a n, CMA
GIBER, Inc.
BETTERING YOURPERFORMANCE
In the May 1000 issue of Strate is
Finance, I loved Bob Gunn's article,
"The PerformanceEdge."AsI read
it, I could actually see where these
concepts could beused at home as
well, especially when dealing with
my teenage children. The entire
article was an inspiration to me,
Best" had a big impact on me, as
this is what I have been emphasizing to my children for years. You
put it wonderfully:... that "doing
your best" is more important than
"being your best."
It was an excellent article useful
for work and home. Many thanks for
sharing it with us readers.
Miranda Drake-Shaw
SAS Institute

We welcome all opinions on
articles and columns published
in Strategic Finance.
E -mail correspondence to
Kathy Williams at
kwilliams @imanet.org
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but the section titled "Doing Your
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•

where the battle is won or lost.

•

responsibilities of ethics
of f ice rs ha ve expanded
from police officer or
omb ud s p e r s o n t o t h a t of a
p ol i c y ma k er , f unc t i oni ng
as a "Corporate coach for
et h i c a l de c i s i on ma k i ng . '

That small time period is really

streetwise

FOR VALUES RATHER THAN LEGAL COMPLIANCE

[ G 0 V E R N M I : N T 1

Congress Endorses Tax Benefits for
Stephen Barlas, Editor
Renewal Communities
YOU PROBABLY DIDN'T READ MUCH
about the tax bill Congress passed at

which had become a pet Republican

the end of the last session. That was

ing the last Congress. The idea was

because of two things. The provi-

that federal tax incentives could be

economic development concept dur-

sions didn't include any of the con-

used to secure local development

troversial tax cut items that had been

concessions from state and local

bandied about in 2000, such as an

governments. Those guarantees will

example,
the capital
gains rate on gains
from the sale of assets

estate tax elimination. And the fairly

have to be included in an application

held at least five years would be zero.

slim tax cut bill was hidden away in

any city or county sends to the Dept.

And there would be a 15% wage

the appropriations bill for the

of Housing and Urban Development

credit for up to the first $10,000 of a

Departments of Labor and Health

(HUD) for designation as a Renewal

worker's salary. Companies could

and Human Services. Moreover, the
highest - visibility tax cuts will be

Community. Once HUD designates
the 40 Renewal Communities (by

claim an additional $35,000 under
Section 179 expensing. Of the 40

available to selected companies only:

the end of 2001), businesses who

Renewal Communities, 12 must be

those who locate in what will be

locate there will be eligible for a

in rural areas.

called "Renewal Communities,"

number of tax concessions. For

c o n t i n u e d on n e x t pa g e

The Market Approach to Valuing Businesses
• SHANNON PRATT'S LATEST WORK ON

tern that's used throughout. A shortcoming of

business valuation, The Market Approach to

our system of analyzing financial information

Valuing Businesses, is as well written as it is

is that no standard exists for financial nota-

well engineered. There is no pretense of try-

tions. As a result, a reader typically must

ing to have this book read like a novel.

work through much of a text before under-

Pratt's stated purpose is "... to present both

standing what system the author has chosen

the theoretical development of estimating

to use. Pratt thankfully saves us from that con-

value by t he market approach a nd, espe-

fusion and waste of time.

cially, its practical application ..." He further
states that the book is "... to serve as a learn-

The book is dividend into five sections with
six appendices. The appendices alone are

ing text ... and handy reference for those who are inter-

nice to have for the reference shelf. Starting with a

ested in background or who seek direction on some

section on defining market multiples, Pratt takes the

specific aspect of the market approach." To that end,

reader through a logical march on just how to do an

Pratt has put together a complete work in support of

accurate market approach valuation. The process is

the market value approach in determining what a

well defined and easy to follow.

business is worth.
Pratt begins by giving us something that all authors
of this type of book should: a listing of the notation sys-

Experts may choose to avoid the first section as Pratt
spends time explaining valuation basics. The novice,
though, will find this Iead-

c o n t i n u e d on pa g e 26
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[ETHICS]

cont'd from p. 22

[ G O W T ] t o n t ' d f r om p. 23

(78 %) of respondents say this is necessary information.
The importance of instilling an
ethical culture of trust in employees,
suppliers, and customers continues
to gain importance. The rise of a
global economy and a global marketplace has made us aware that we
have to be able to rely on the trustworthiness of others around the
world, as they have to rely on us.
Earning and inspiring trust play a
dominant role in motivating
employees to do the best they can.
Successful management of ethical
issues is a key factor in accomplishing these objectives.
Is your organization ready? ■
Curtis C. Uerschoor, CMA, CPA, CL9,
CFE, Ed.D., is the Ledger 6- Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, Chicago.
His e-mail address is cverscho
condor.depaul.edu.
[NE WS]

cont'd from p. 21

ductivity (53 %), quality (48 %), and
organizational strength (48 %), as well
as customer service, reducing customer complaints, and retaining the
executives.
Executives improved their working relationships with direct reports
(77 %) and with immediate supervisors (71 %), teamwork (67 %), working relationships with peers (63 %),
and job satisfaction (61 %), along
with conflict reduction, organizational commitment, and working
relationships with clients.
Half of the participants were vice
presidents or higher (including
CFOs), 57% were between 40 and
49 years old, and a third earned
$200,000 or more. For more
information, visit www.man
chesterus.com. ■
24
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Gramm Applauds FASB
Decision on Goodwill
The Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) was undoubtedly
looking over its shoulder at Congress
when it made its tentative decision
that in the future goodwill should be
accounted for using an impairment
approach. The Senate Banking Committee, especially Chairman Sen. Phil
Gramm (R- Texas), had been pushing
for such an approach. FASB's plan,
pending any change in direction
after reviewing public comments, is
to have companies review goodwill
for impairment only in the periods
in which the recorded value of goodwill is more than its fair value.
Gramm says, "Rather than taking
an artificial approach that would
force a company to write off goodwill without regard to its real value,
FASB has found a commonsense
solution in the impairment test.'
FASB's decision to listen to Gramm
may mean that it found wisdom in
the senator's position or that it felt it
had no choice politically but to
accede to Gramm's wishes. If the latter, then FASB may have only whet
Congress's appetite for poking its
nose into FASB's business.

IRS Is Looking for a Few
Good Ideas
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
has instituted a pilot program aimed
at resolving major tax issues that crop
up in individual industries. The
objective of the Industry Issue Resolution (IIR) program will be to develop consistent IRS policy on those
issues, enabling pre- and post - filing
controversies to be avoided. Larry
Langdon, commissioner of the large
and midsize business division, is in
charge of this pilot project. Industries
who want to participate by submit-

ting a "major" issue —it must be
important to a significant number of
businesses within that industry—
have to submit the issue to the IRS by
February 28. Winners will be chosen
by March 31, 2001. You can find the
notice at ha: / /ftp.fedworld.&Qv/12ub/
IRS - drop(. Go to n- 00- 65.pdf.

Cost Accounting
Standards Board
The Cost Accounting Standards
Board (CASB), which is part of the
White House Office of Federal Procurement Policy, put out a proposed
rule that would force government
contractors to make health benefits
"nonforfeitable" for employees who
retire after working on government
contracts. There have been a number of recent instances where
defense contractors have made
adjustments to the health insurance
coverage enjoyed by retirees. The
CASB's concern is that, under current rules, taxpayer dollars don't
necessarily end up being used for
their intended purpose. The
Aerospace Industries Association
(AIA) doesn't like the idea. "We
don't want to be tied into a guaranty
that employees are going to get
post- retirement benefits other than
pensions," Dick Powers, an AIA official, told The Wall Street Journal. ■
[P ER SP E CTIV ES ]

cont'd from p. 6

oped a number of programs that will
allow for gifts to the MEF, either
deferred until death or to be used
now that meet all applicable tax laws
for charitable contributions.
If you would like to leave a longterm benefit on behalf of IMA to
some future student, please get in
touch with Bill and let him advise
you as to the best direction for your
personal situation. He can be
reached at wtmcd @erols.com. ■

e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.
Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.

3

Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/ TEK®
End-to-End RecsiwbksManagement-

Offices Nationwide

1- 800-216-4000
Ask for Tom Corbet,
VP Business Development, Ext. 411
Circle No. 11
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end, provides the reader several

career saver. By pointing out the

ing, while terse, descriptive enough

chapters that discuss how one

common errors made a nd the

to get through the balance of the

might err in the use of his theories. I

behavior associated with failures in

book. After all, this work is targeted

particularly appreciated Pratt's

business valuations, Pratt reveals

more toward the experts, and the

chapter on why mergers fail. Here,

that he not only understands the

balance of the book is amply sup-

he begins with the fact that most

theory of business valuations but

ported for that group.

buyers of businesses simply pay too

the realities of the business as well.

The author spends significant

much. He cites Richard Rolls' work

Contributing to Pratt's work are

time discussing the right places to

on "The Hubris Effect" where he

Stacy Ison, who provided a well-

go to find the information needed

identifies that a CEO's ego tends to

written chapter on using the mar-

to provide an accurate analysis for

get in the way of rational valuation

ket approach in the courts, and

whatever kind of business is being

realities. Having lived through sev-

Doug Twitchell's fine work in two

valued. As Pratt points out, size, as

eral CEO- induced merger madness-

chapters dealing with comparative

well as the nature and marketabili-

es, I readily identified with the sub-

financial analysis and developing

ty of the firm in question, does mat-

ject of overpaying (overvaluing) a

market value tables.

ter when considering its valuation.

takeover target and all the trouble

Each of these concerns is well refer-

that it brings. Knowing what to

that no spreadsheet templates

enced and explained in detail.

expect from the egos involved can't

accompany it. Given that the

be underestimated. Insight of this

nature of the work discussed is par-

type ca n b e a dea l s aver an d a

ticularly well suited for this type of

Not one to ask readers to blindly
follow his teaching, Pratt, in the

A shortcoming of this book is

approach, I would consider this a

Memorial Education Fund
Needs Your Commitment to Create
a Better IMA for the Future
MA members who have shown their long -term interest in and support of IMA
have come together to form A Fund for the Future. MEF members believe in the
IMNs purpose and traditions and want to ensure its mission for future generations
by providing financial support to IMA educational and research programs.

I

Gifts made to A Fund for the Future may be directed for general purposes or for a
special purpose or operation, but it is the commitment rather than the amount
that is the basic factor in qualifying a person as a member of A Fund for the Future.
The IMA and MEF have 501(c)3 charitable organization status, which, depending on
your personal tax status, makes donations tax deductible.
An individual qualifies as a member of A Fund for the Future by:

F

• Endowing the IMA MEF with a gift of money, land, stock, insurance, or other
marketable assets.
•�A�deferred�gift�through�charitable�remainder�unitrust�or�annuity�trust,�beneficiary designation from a qualified retirement plan, gift annuity, pooled life
income fund agreement, short -term trust, or life estate program that will even tually direct all or a portion of the principal to the IMA.

• Naming the IMA as a primary or secondary beneficiary in an insurance policy.
� + • Including the IMA to receive a bequest in your will.
IMA has awarded over $1 million in educational scholarships since the mid 1980s, and the amount of scholarship awards has increased 43% in the last year
alone. MEF supports the IMA Faculty Enhancement Program, developing faculty
and student programs that partner with IMA, and "2000 in 2000, a special student
certification scholarship program.

Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext.192 or visit www.imanet.org

serious drawback. Indeed, much of
what Pratt discusses would be clarified and strengthened with a set of
complementary interactive spreadsheets. But this shortcoming
shouldn't deter anyone from seriously considering the book. At least
Pratt provides in visual format
examples on how to set up much
of his analysis. Anyone competent
in spreadsheet work should be
able to produce representative
spreadsheets fairly easily.
Valuing a business is often done
as competing interests try to determine the true worth of an enterprise.
Ultimately, then, anyone in the business of needing to know about or
produce business valuations should
have this work on their reference
shelf. It's that good, and you know
the�other�side�will�have�it.�■
Louis W Gmgerella, Jr., clinical
associate professor of ma n a g e ment, Lally School of Management
and Technology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Hartford, Conn.
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When
SMALLCOMPANIESImplement 4 1
The challenges
they face may seem
insurmountable, but with
perseverance and good
planning, they can
succeed.

BY ROBERT G . ESHELMAN, PAUL E. JURAS, AND THOMAS C . TAYLOR

Edmac Compressor Company, Inc. knows the challenges of implementing enterprisewide technology. It's the data conversion. The temptation to take shortcuts. The lack of
W
W

resources. The fear of change. Mapping out new business processes. And the list goes
f
a
J
J

3
Z
2

iinn
J
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on. The resources required for an upgrade to new technology are, for a short period of
time, all- consuming to an organization. Here's how Edmac did it.
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First, a little about this small company with 52
employees and annual sales of approximately $12 million. Edmac distributes and services industrial air compressors used in manufacturing settings including the
production of textiles, pharmaceuticals, furniture, and
semiconductors. A limited assembly operation adapts the
equipment to special customer requirements. Sales of
compressors and accessories comprise 60% of total revenues, billings from repair services approximately 25 %,
and assembly 15 %.Recent restructuring has established
Edmac headquarters and four additional branch locations as both sales and service profit centers, with one
location also accountable for the assembly operation.
The existing information system couldn't support the
restructuring, so that's why Edmac decided to install an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. TWo critical
reasons played into the decision.
First, their old system wasn't Y2K compliant. During
1999, Edmac responded to more than 400 inquiries from
customers concerning the Y2K issue. Second, the company had outgrown the old system, which couldn't even
track parts inventory at the branch level as well as work in- process inventory. The system also lacked the capacity
to store different types of useful information such as special shipping modes for customers. So a patchwork of
separate computer and manual systems stored this additional information, but it was slow to access and difficult
to maintain. This meant customers couldn't get quick and
accurate information on inventory and order status. To
top off these shortcomings, the system couldn't drill
down from high - level, aggregated data to greater detail
to, for example, address exceptions like high -cost areas
and sales declines. What Edmac needed was a system that
could increase productivity and efficiency.

NINECHALLENGES
In the February 1999 issue of Management Accounting,
Jay Taylor discussed nine challenges —and some others —
small companies face when they want to implement an
ERP system (see "Nine Challenges to ERP Implementation."). Using these challenges as a baseline, we'll describe
how Edmac overcame them and offer practical ways to
deal with them.

4 1. Scalable Software
Smaller companies can fall into the trap of investing in
software that has greater capability and complexity than
necessary. Such software can be scaled back to meet current needs (hence the name scalable), but the extra capa30
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bilities can result in overkill by involving complications
and additional cost of long -run efforts to maintain and
upgrade the system. The care and feeding of a system can
overwhelm a company, preventing it from ever seeing a
return on its investment. On the other hand, efforts to
hold down cost can lead to acquiring a system that won't
meet the company's needs.
To make the best choice, Edmac clearly defined the
objectives and capabilities expected of the software:
inventory control, order entry, and purchasing as well as
operational requirements like Y2K compliance and a
graphical user interface. Management encouraged
employees to "think out of the box" and to "think big"
when it came to coming up with their expectations. No
idea was too farfetched.
Ultimately, Edmac issued 25 pages of specifications to
seven prospective vendors. The final choice: a vendor
with more than 20 years' experience developing software
for industrial distributors. Edmac chose this vendor
because of the software's features as well as the welldesigned and friendly user interface.

4 2. Finding the Best Way

-+ 3. Having Realistic Expectations

Often the implementation of enterprise systems in large
businesses can take a year or more —a luxury smaller
companies can't afford. And the excessive steps to implement a system usually make ERP systems cost - prohibitive
in a smaller company. Although choosing the right fit
helps meet this challenge, it's nonetheless important to
find the best way to ensure expedient implementation.
To streamline the process, Edmac's CEO and controller
led the project, which ensured support from top management. Both brought great experiences to the table. Twelve
years ago, the CEO had selected the old system and had
worked very closely with all aspects of its operation over
this period. The controller had experience at prior jobs
with two different system conversions, so she understood
the technical as well as the people aspects.
To learn the new system, they both attended 80 hours
of classroom training at the vendor's headquarters.

Implementing a new information system harbors the
threat of conflict, confusion, and resentment within the
organization. It's a given that implementation will entail
glitches and demanding, difficult moments. But everyone
in the company ought to understand from the start the
need for the change and its expected impact on operations and processes. This common denominator establishes a positive and cooperative climate. And individuals
heavily involved will have to do double duty so their regular responsibilities aren't neglected. Clear and open
communications concerning the project is a must.
As we mentioned previously, all prospective users of
the new software helped select the vendor, and personnel
involvement in the implementation depended on the
degree their jobs required them to use the software. In
addition, Edmac carefully planned how to support ongoing operations to avoid reducing the quality of service to

Edmac carefullyplanned howto
support ongoing operations to avoid
reducing the quality of service to
customersandmakingunreasonabledemandsonemployees.
Although Edmac personnel worked closely with the software vendor and a local business partner, known in the
software industry as a VAR or Value Added Reseller, the
company carried out its own data conversion. This saved
thousands of dollars in consulting fees and ensured a successful conversion.
The absolute deadline of December 31, 1999, became
an important element of the implementation plan
because the company needed to be Y2K- compliant. To
take Murphy's Law into account, October 1 was the "golive" date, which meant the company had only five
months to implement the system. Despite the fact that
vendor salespeople will often make the implementation
process sound easy, these claims create unrealistic expectations. Apply the software engineering adage, "Take your
worst -case scenario and double it.' It's all too true.

customers and making unreasonable demands on
employees. The project leaders roughed out a work
schedule so employees could plan for the extra hours and
also held frequent meetings to update and assess the
progress of the implementation. Having the company
CEO as project co- leader proved valuable in maintaining
open communications with top management. It's also
important to work with a representative from the software vendor in the early stages of implementation to help
minimize confusion and frustration.

4 4. Allocation of Resources
Achieving an effective implementation often hinges on
people issues and the commitment of adequate resources,
not to mention time to the project. Small and mid -sized
companies usually operate with stretched IT resources, so
Febru ary 2 0 0 1
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they tend to lean on the software vendor or consultant to
implement the system. This comes with a hefty price tag.
In Edmac's case, the direct involvement of the CEO,
who's one of the three owners of the company, ensured
substantial commitment from the company in the systems implementation. With the full support of the two
other owners, the CEO shifted some of his functions and
postponed other projects for approximately six months.
The controller also devoted major attention to the conversion while working significant overtime hours to
maintain her other job functions.

the software specification phase.
So everyone could completely understand the processes, Edmac took the following steps:
4 Fully installed, tested, and stabilized new hardware
and software.
4 Conducted data conversion testing using a test database loaded with Edmac inventory items, customers, and
vendors.
4 Conducted parallel processing of actual orders
through the new and old systems, comparing results to
check for consistency.
-* Developed and articulated detailed written procedures

4 5. Overcoming Fear of Change
Change can cause people to feel anxious for various reasons: Employees think they won't be able to perform
processes differently, they fear they won't be able to learn
the new system, or they fear they'll lose control. The
atmosphere can become one
of distrust and resentment. To
gain the users' enthusiastic
support, project leaders need
to involve the system users in
the implementation and convince them it will enhance the
performance of their
functions.
Edmac's approach worked:
They involved the primary
users from the start. Early on, users participated in a
highly interactive and detailed demonstration of the final
software candidates. Each primary user then underwent
substantial hours of individual and group training prior
to the "go live" date. Once the system was up and running, considerable handholding ensued until each user
felt confident with it.

-+ 6. Mapping Out Key Business Processes
The software should align closely with the company's
operations, which requires a clear understanding of the
specific tasks and steps necessary to perform particular
operations. That means defining and sequencing the discrete tasks and procedures in the process flow.
At Edmac, extensive research took place, especially in
two key areas: industrial distribution order processing
and inventory management. The CEO reviewed numerous published materials and attended seminars by
industry consultants to determine possible improvements in procedures. With new ideas in mind, employees flowcharted the primary business processes during
32
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Eachprimaryuser
underwent substantial hours
of individual and group
training prior to the
"go live" date.
for order processing using order - processing personnel.
Because of the amount of time and thought necessary
for remapping old processes, this piece proved to be very
challenging.

-+ 7. Converting Data
The conversion can be messy. And the time commitment
can be greater for small companies because they are less
likely to have a central data repository. No matter how
difficult, the process is essential.
Already familiar with the existing data, the CEO
worked closely with several individuals from the software
vendor who had experience in their particular data conversion programs. The company converted inventory,
customer, and vendor tables but manually input open
sales orders, purchase orders, receivables, and payables.
All converted and manually inputted data were tied out
to the old system before proceeding. Extensive conversion
testing took place before the final conversion, which
revealed several unexpected areas of data inconsistency
that could have caused Edmac to miss its deadline. One

–* 8. Urge to Take Shortcuts
A smaller organization has fewer internal resources to
throw at the project. There may be reluctance to invest
time and resources to complete the implementation and
then to use the software. "You just don't realize how slow
it can be," the CEO said, when talking about the ERP
implementation. Everyone wants a quick and hassle -free
implementation. Although the goal to minimize disruptions in day -to -day operations makes shortcuts attractive,
developing pilots and parallel testing are important if you
want to get it right the first time. Don't go online too
soon and then try to go back and fix problems —if they
can be fixed at all— because you don't want to end up
with a not -so -sweet surprise like Hershey's. Its widely
publicized order - processing problems in 1999 present a
good illustration of the potential repercussions.
Edmac employees studied exactly what would be needed for a successful implementation, and this review, in
turn, revealed the potential harm that the organization
could sustain because of shortcuts. For example, if
employees weren't adequately trained and new procedures not largely predetermined, customer orders could
be delayed, which could damage those relationships.
Shortcuts weren't an option.
While Edmac's implementation group did parallel
testing, they decided not to include a period of full parallel processing because it would require entirely too

many resources. Also, since the new system had been
adequately tested, Edmac closed out its year on September 30 on the old system and soon after began fiscal year
2000 on the new one.
Edmac had to keep customer orders flowing while
minimizing disruptions and delays. Compare this
approach to building a new road. "The traffic needs to
keep moving during the construction, but some short term detours and changes to traffic flow and patterns
were necessary," the CEO said.

-4 9. Training and Technical Support
Not a typical out -of -the -box application, ERP systems
have so many features and functions that training
becomes a necessity. The "train the trainers" approach
worked for Edmac. The CEO and controller served as the
primary trainers, giving the company complete control
over the process and allowing all questions to be
answered in the company's own business context. Because
specialty transactions create a greater need for training
and the integrity of the data at stake, answering context- specific questions was crucial. During the training
sessions, the order processors brought up certain situations that the project leaders hadn't considered, and
together they worked out the procedures in the new system to handle these situations.
As the controller said, "You have to own the system.
You don't just buy it.' Although the company didn't want
to get tied to a stream of payments for continued —and
extensive —on -site training by the software vendor,
Edmac did buy phone technical support at a fixed percentage of the software cost.
For small companies to survive today in an environment in which customer demands are ever increasing,
they must make a significant investment to upgrade their
technology. But the results can enable them to compete
for business and win against larger organizations. ■
is

area of inconsistency related to splitting data into separate fields that had been included in one field in the old
system (like city, state, and zip). If Edmac hadn't done the
necessary restructuring, many records would have been
rejected during the final conversion and would have been
entered manually. This would have slowed down the conversion, which was on a tight schedule anyway.
The transaction history wasn't loaded into the new system because the previous data structure was too limited —and different —from that of the new system. Even
without entering the transaction history, according to the
CEO, the process of entering open orders was "slower
than we thought' Setting up every line item on open
sales orders in the inventory master file caused the slowdown. While the old system allowed for miscellaneous
and infrequently used items to be entered on sales orders
without being set up in inventory, this wasn't the case in
the new system. The up -front entry time is a downside of
such a conversion, but there's an upside: The attribute
information allows management to do a more detailed
analysis.

Robert G. Eshelman is a co -owner and CEO of Edmac
Compressor Co. in Winston- Salem, N.C. You can reach him
at robert@edmac.com or (336) 725 -2395.
Paul E. Juras, Ph.D., is an associate professor of accountancy, and Thomas C. Taylor, Ph.D., is Hylton Professor of
Accountancy in the Wayne Calloway School of Business and
Accountancy at Wake Forest University in Winston- Salem,
N.C. You can reach Paul at iuras@wfy.edu or (336) 7584836, and you can contact Thomas at toloyrt@wfu.edu or
(336) 758 -5015.
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Whether your business is a
cutting -edge dot -com or a
traditional brick - and - mortar
company, a data warehouse lets
you turn disparate data into
valuable information on which
you can take action.
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can often be hard to know whether the money
your company spends on technology directly
pays off in improved productivity and higher
profits. But imagine getting an average return
on investment of more than 400% over three
years. A recent study of 45 major companies by International Data Corporation found just such an exponential
return among businesses that had successfully implemented data warehouse systems.
As most financial professionals know, a data warehouse
isn't a building. It's the process of
pulling together and organizing
vast amounts of data from inside
and outside a company, then
lview theld a t ecurrent
ctively inforand
mation on which you can take
action. The result is better, immediate, and previously unavailable
information
activity,
about market
business
movetrends,
customer activi
analysis,
lysis, and
ments,
other key metrics.
In other words, data warehousing nway
backyard o , more in

Data warehousing also makes it simple for any thought
leader in an organization to access information. The
secrets of the system are no longer the exclusive domain
of the information technology or engineering staffs. With
the click of a mouse, any user can answer questions that
might take weeks to answer in a traditional system. For
instance, the controller may want to look at trends such
as airline expenditures by the top 20 spenders, percentage
of trips on business class flights, or number of limo
charges. This information can help them better manage

Adatawarehouseisn'tabuilding■it' sthe
processofpullingtogetherandorganizing

as

Vastamountsofdatafrominsideandoutside

acompany,thenapplyingtoolstoeffectively

o

r

analyzeandviewthedataascurrent

informationonwhichyoucantakeaction.

rately, in your own back -office systems. The fact is, many businesses have invested
significantly in technology and automation. But few have
successfully harnessed the data within these systems and
transformed it into value -based information that can be
used as a competitive weapon and business driver.
CFOs are crucial players in the data warehousing
process because far and away the leading use is for better
understanding of the key financial metrics in a company
with far greater granularity. With a data warehouse, CFOs
and other financial professionals could actually see how
potential actions such as price changes, altered distribution strategy, or new marketing promotions would affect
profit margins.
Data warehousing helps with analytical tasks —from
identifying new market trends to evaluating customer
service performance. It provides immediate, accurate
information that's unique to your business and produces
results you can act on quickly. It can also help plug leaks
you may not know exist. Applying the right analytical
tools may reveal patterns that add up to widespread yet
traceable financial discrepancies. Therefore, it plays an
important role in both cost control and fraud detection.
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expenses and negotiate better travel contracts. And once
the system is operational, anyone can use it. In a matter
of minutes, a manager can create a report that normally
would take months to generate through significant staff
involvement. Since data warehousing puts the results at
your fingertips, the time you would have spent waiting
for reports and arguing over conflicting results can now
be spent discussing and agreeing on strategy, evaluating
competitive advantage, implementing change, and
strengthening the bottom line.
While data warehousing can be crucial to financial
departments, it's an equally effective tool across the board
in areas such as human resources and research and development. Customer service and sales /marketing uses may
include:
♦ Addressing customer satisfaction issues,
♦ Targeting new sales based on historic buying
patterns,
♦ Cross - selling or up- selling based on client buying
patterns, and
♦ Detecting and isolating product quality situations.
Decision makers not only can seize opportunities to

create new products and services, but they can also
address small concerns before they turn into big problems. The uses are limitless, from reengineering business
processes to targeting specific markets or empowering
employees.
Whether your business is a cutting -edge dot -com or a
traditional brick - and - mortar company, data warehousing
is a valuable tool.
For example, the ability to design and architect an
effective decision - support system early in the development of an e- business is critical to its long -term success.
One example is "clickstream analysis;' the process of analyzing customers' navigation paths as they visit your web site. The advent of Web stores and Web activity in general
has provided an unlimited source of transactional data
that can be translated into an invaluable information
source for customer buying patterns, product demand
and relationships, promotional effectiveness, customer
shopping patterns, affiliate relationship effectiveness, and
demographic data points.
But data warehousing is also a critical tool for traditional brick - and - mortar companies, which must maximize their resources to maintain their market share. Data
warehousing can help virtually every company with a
large amount of customers, suppliers, dealers, products,

or regular business transactions. That includes industries
such as telecommunications, financial services, utilities,
retailers, and healthcare.

ASWAS/ASIS
A recent project completed for ARINC, a Maryland -based
provider of aviation communications services, is an excellent example of the benefits that can accrue to the finance
function of an organization from the implementation of a
data warehouse. A data mart (which is a subset of a data
warehouse built to solve the information needs of a single
department) was developed that gave ARINC the ability to
look at financial results based on the current organizational structure as well as the prior structure in place
before a reorganization. This analysis, known as "as was /as
is," lets the finance organization quantitatively assess the
impact of reorganizations, mergers, or acquisitions.
Gazelle Consulting, an Atlanta -based consulting firm
specializing in the design and deployment of data warehouse solutions, worked closely with ARINC to develop
additional capabilities in the finance area. They helped
build a second data mart for ARINC, which allows
ARINC's customers to drill down into the detail of their
monthly invoice on any combination of variables. It also
gives ARINC the capability to furnish its customers next day notification of unusual message traffic. (Such unusual message
traffic is typically what generates
the most challenges to invoices.)
Next -day notification saves the
customer money and ensures earlier reconciliation and payment of
invoices. This Internet bill presentment capability has applicability to
almost all organizations.
"This second data mart provides
our customers with an extranetdelivered `financial dashboard'
capability that provides more timely information and greater visibility
into their use of our services," says
ARINC Controller Joan L. Decker.
"Customers can fine -tune flight
operations, billing issues can be
resolved more quickly, and a portion of our Help Desk call volume
is redirected to our self - service
website. This improves our cash
flow and operational efficiency

TheadventofWebstoresandWebactivity
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while increasing customer satisfaction, providing us a significant competitive advantage."

SURVIVOR
It's no surprise that many experts say data warehousing is
a necessity for organizations to survive within the hyper competitive global marketplace. The biggest challenge is
getting the organizations to make the cultural changes
necessary to redirect their decision - making processes to
take advantage of the improved information now available to them.
Even if you and your colleagues understand the value
of data warehousing in concept, you could still face challenges making it work within your company. Overcoming
these obstacles is crucial to long -term success. Old habits
die hard; for the project to be a success, everyone must
agree to use the data warehouse as the source of information for business decisions.
The first step in building a great data warehouse (if
you don't have that talent inside your business) is to hire

Therightdatawarehouse
architectcandrawupplansfor
thedeploymentofhardware,
software,tools,anddesign
techniquestoensurethe
warehousecandeliverthe
businessvalueyouseek....
and design techniques to ensure the warehouse can deliver the business value you seek, as well as scale to meet

the right "architect" —that is, a data warehousing consul-

future demands, so that if your company experiences

tant. Just as a traditional architect draws plans for a new

explosive growth or a significant change in direction,

building, the right data warehousing architect can draw

your systems will be ready.

up plans for the deployment of hardware, software, tools,

These guidelines may be helpful in choosing a
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consultant:
♦ Find someone who understands your needs, communicates clearly, and puts you at ease with the process.
Ask them whether they have experience in your industry.
♦ Choose consultants who are objective, who neither
represent nor sell products but have expertise with the
leading tools and techniques in the marketplace.
♦ Pick a consultant who has a business and return -oninvestment focus, not just a technical focus, to ensure the
business and financial objectives of the project are met.
In addition, you should look for ways to leverage the
data in the warehouse for other applications, such as to
create new offerings or sell additional services to your
customer base. Data warehousing is an excellent way to
improve productivity and reduce costs. Work with the
consultant to explore undiscovered and valuable benefits.
In almost every implementation, a data warehouse's significant additional uses become known once users begin
utilizing the information.

ASINGLEVERSIONOFTHETRUTH
By all leading indicators, data warehousing technologies
are being implemented at increasing levels within all
businesses that want to improve decision making or gain

competitive advantage. Data warehousing solutions don't
replace your current systems and infrastructure. They
serve in a complementary capacity that, when designed
properly, supplements existing business technologies
rather than replacing them.
One of the challenges that all companies face, and that
the finance organization lives with daily, is the difficulty
in reconciling information from various systems and
departments for the purpose of making informed business decisions. With the proper implementation of a data
warehouse, all functions have access to the same streamlined source of data. This means that everyone inside the
organization is looking at a "single version of truth." In
turn, people make better decisions, based on facts rather
than intuition, and they waste less time on unproductive
activity. ■
Joe Moye and Dave Upton are cofounders ofGazelle
Consulting, which provides professional services to assist
businesses with the justification, evaluation, and implementation ofdata warehousing /business intelligence solutions.
Their website is www.gazelle.com, and you can reach them
at (770) 814 -4280 or daveupton @gazelle.com and
-ioemo.ye@gazelle.com.
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Business

Helping
CompaniesMakethe
Outsourcingleap

process

BY MARLENE PITURRO

outsourcing

the term "outsourcing" brings to mind downsizing departments and their loyal employees

(BPO)

If

services like

streamline finance and accounting functions through business process outsourcing (BPO).

to cut costs or handing off all your accounting functions to a Big 5 firm, you might be

surprised at the new breed of outsourcers —up- and - comers like Chris Kirk of LeapSource who
Christine Kirk, founder and CEO of Tempe, Ariz. -based LeapSource, a BPO provider,

those offered

explains that outsourcing and BPO differ in that outsourcing has a narrower purpose, usually
eliminating an organization's functions or departments. "Instead, we want to manage the busi-

by LeapSource
Can free firms

ness processes around accounting," she says. So if best practice /best process says your invoices
should be received and scanned in a central location and then routed for approval via e-mail
faster and cheaper, BPO arranges personnel to make that happen.
Used strategically, BPO helps firms focus on their core competencies while letting out -

to pursue core
activities.

sourcers deal with other chunks of the business. The GartnerGroup /Dataquest estimates that
the BPO market is $200 billion today and will double by 2003.
Firms intent on slashing overhead look to BPO to shift from owning assets, both capital and
human, to managing strategic alliances. Without having to invest in expensive IT infrastructure, outsourcing frees companies to focus on processes that generate revenue. While companies such as Nike and Microsoft are noted for outsourcing important functions —Nike
outsources shoe manufacturing, while Microsoft farms out internal help -desk services —banking and financial services are following suit to fight pressures on shrinking profit margins.
Febru ary 2 0 0 1
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Which functions financial institutions outsource vary
considerably. A 1999 survey of 75 senior -level financial
executives conducted by Yankelovich Partners for Price waterhouseCoopers indicated that 41% have outsourced
real estate, with payroll, benefits management, and tax
compliance being outsourced 35 %, 30 %, and 24 %,
respectively. Claims administration and internal audit
had not been outsourced by any survey respondents,
although 25% were considering doing so for claims
administration and 23% for internal audit.
While the Fortune 500 are obvious candidates for BPO,
there's also a BPO boom for small and mid -sized companies and even e- commerce start -ups fueled by a confluence of factors. The Internet allows newcomer BPO firms
to service clients economically via the Web, thereby centralizing operations and handing off pieces —like ERP
(enterprise resource planning), ASP (application service
provider), ISP (Internet service provider), VPN (virtual
private network), and firewalls —to strategic partners
who specialize in each technical piece. BPO also saves a
company from having to invest in expensive IT infrastructures and the prima donnas who run them.

Even a Big 5 firm like Deloitte & Touche actively seeks
business below the Fortune 500 level. Greg Arend, D &T's
national partner in charge of BPO of its Tulsa office, says
that approximately 45% of its BPO clients are small (100999 employees), and 25% are medium (1,000 -9,999
employees). "We do very little with companies over
10,000 employees or under 100 employees."

THELEAPSOURCESTORY

Although the Big 5 started financial BPO, smaller firms
like LeapSource are seeking a place at the table. Its
founder, Chris Kirk, joined Arthur Andersen's Houston
office in 1981 after graduating from Arizona State University with a bachelor's degree in accounting and following
both parents' and her brother's footsteps as accountants.
By 1994 she was a full equity partner, and in 1995 she and
partner Kim Hartmann started Andersen's BPO practice
in Phoenix. Over the next five years they grew the unit to
400 people, making BPO a very successful line of business.
In 1998 Kirk became head of the firm's entire BPO practice in the U.S. Then in late 1999, Kirk, Hartmann, and
Julie McCollum, another Andersen partner, resigned to
launch LeapSource. Arthur Andersen executives were miffed (see "The
Big Defection ").
Even though the LeapSource
What probably helped the LeapSource founders succeed quickly is the accumulat
principals were based in Phoenix,
ed knowledge and the BPO client list at Arthur Andersen. Although Kirk started
they had a short list of cities in
and built up Arthur Andersen's BPO practice, she, Kim Hartmann, and Julie
which they considered locating
McCollum struck out on their own with LeapSource and nine senior AA people.
their new firm, according to Rick
Predictably, Arthur Andersen filed a lawsuit alleging that Kirk, Hartmann,
Weddle, Greater Phoenix EconomMcCollum, and other senior managers breached their contracts and were competic Council's CEO. Weddle says Kirk
ing unfairly. The partners countered that since they didn't have noncompete
and company had a "soup -to- nuts"
clauses with Andersen, their knowledge of the industry and the giant's BPO
list of the things they wanted in a
practice were fair game.
facility and incentives and that
According to Joe Rugg, an attorney from the firm of Akerman Senterfitt &
GPEC was eager to have them
Eidson in Tampa, large companies such as Andersen often don't protect thembecause of their new- economy
selves against loss of trade secrets and intellectual property by having noncom roots and the potential to create
pete clauses with their employees. "Big clients are often quite arrogant, thinking
high - powered jobs. Their decisivethat defecting employees can't really hurt them. They're very good at wooing
ness also impressed him. They
desirable prospects, but they rarely think ahead to the divorce," he says. As for
were able to have the city fast -track
the impact on LeapSource, Rugg speculates that the founding partners viewed
their permits and were up and
legal action as a calculated risk, a cost of doing business. "They are CPAs, so
running within 60 days of deciding
they understand accounting. They probably made their calculations about a
to move into America West's forlawsuit, factored in the costs, and went forward."
mer headquarters in Tempe, also
Since Andersen and LeapSource settled the matter out of court, neither side
taking advantage of job training
commented on the lawsuit. An Arthur Andersen spokesperson said: "The matter
funds offered.
was resolved by mutual agreement. Out of respect for that agreement, we are not
Weddle likes what LeapSource
able to comment further." Kirk also declined to comment. —MP
principals have done with the build-
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is on track for 2000 revenues of $15 million, with 2001
revenue projections at $80 million.
BPO consulting involves helping companies discern
their core competencies and make decisions about outsourcing others. Kirk maintains that the easiest way for
companies to do that is to remind themselves how they
make money. "If I am a company that delivers Web hosting for other companies, for example, that's how I make
money. I don't make it by building a big accounting
department," she explains. They do the same analysis for
the human resources department, even R &D, deciding if
R &D is core in the long range. Kirk advises letting someone who's expert at a set of processes, whether it's
accounting, FIR, or R &D, analyze what's core and non-
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ing. "It's not your typical office cube environment.
There's much more open space," he says. Part of that's
because many employees are on the road or telecommute,
so they share common areas when they're back in the
main office.
Despite the outward benefits of BPO, Kirk works with
decision makers who fear it because they fear losing control. Kirk counters that BPO really gives them more control because they manage a single interface rather than
100 people. "With BPO, companies have more control
than if they have hiccups in staffing. For example, if their
controller quits, they lose control, but BPO eliminates
that problem;' she adds. The message is working. According to company spokesperson Bonnie Leedy, LeapSource
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core to any business. Typical of focusing on a business'
core competency, LeapSource helped Heritage Golf
Group, a start -up golf course management firm, by outsourcing finance and accounting infrastructure and saving them approximately 30 % -50% on the cost of
implementing and operating the system themselves.

HUMANNATURE
Despite BPO's potential to streamline processes, it usually
collides with human nature and associated culture change
issues. Employees have to be reoriented to what happens
when some of their work or their department gets out sourced. LeapSource addresses the human element by
helping the CFO and other staff examine the costs and
disruption of not outsourcing. Kirk cites the example of
an accounting clerk who's in the zone processing payables
and who's told by a supervisor: "Stop what you're doing.
Give me a list of the payables in alphabetical order and
color -coded by store." It's frustrating and disruptive
because the person has been stopped from working at the
level he's capable of and is being paid for.
Although BPO often meets employee resistance, Deloitte
& Touche's Arend says that much of what he encounters
stems from outsourcing's historically negative reputation,
which he can overcome. Kirk feels that breaking down
resistance is much harder than selling BPO to people who
understand it. She seeks out "strategic- thinking CFOs who
are scattered among new- and old- economy firms'
Another skill that CFOs who outsource business
processes need to acquire is alliance management of
internal and external folks. Kirk claims that, for today's
CFO, such management isn't a new skill because he or
she is used to managing complex alliances with investment bankers, auditors, and vendors. "Maybe the CFO of
old wasn't proficient at facilitation skills, being able to get
to root causes, and basic relationship management skills
because they didn't teach us that in school. They taught
us how to be good accountants, not to be strong in relationship management," she notes. To help remedy that for
the next wave of accountants and financial managers,
Kirk has incorporated communication and people management skills into classes she teaches at Arizona State.
She explains: "I delivered an environment saying: `Here's
a problem. There's no black- and -white answer. Negotiate
an answer. Look at the consequences of each option, of
each gray area, thoroughly. "' She says her students were
fascinated because they pick up nuances in relationships.
"It's all about minimizing negative unintended consequences."
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Despite everyone's best efforts, BPO can be a bad fit for
a CFO who can't let go of the reins. BPO consultants try
to overcome that by asking the CFO to picture what an
outsourced accounting department would look like. For
example, one CFO said: "I like to run down the hall and
get special (ad hoc) reports on 10 minutes' notice," Kirk
worked with him on the cost/benefit of generating 1,000
special reports on a monthly basis. "He was really embarrassed when he looked at the process and became a
client," Kirk says.

BPO'SFUTURE
BPO firms like LeapSource that are flying under the Big
5's radar screen have a lot going for them. They can
reduce operating costs and risks, give companies access to
cutting -edge technology at reasonable cost, and allow
companies to nimbly pick their way through today's fast moving economy. Yet their naturally perfect clients, the
dot -coms, who have a need for fixed costs rather than
cost plus fees, are problematic because so many are struggling financially. Kirk finds most underfunded but works
with the ones capitalized enough to afford an infrastructure that can handle growth. Arend of Deloitte & Touche
likes working with dot -coms because "Our outsourcing
accounting and back -office operations are ideal for
aggressive, e- commerce, and telecom start -ups:' He finds
it a particularly good fit in large metropolitan areas such
as Atlanta, Austin, Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York,
where the high costs of human and facility resources
make a good case for BPO.
LeapSource and other growth BPO providers are both
trendsetters and trend followers. In many ways they are
following industry leaders who, in the early 1980s, started the reengineering movement, tried restructuring and
outsourcing, and are now accepting BPO as a more
refined version of their earlier attempts at systemic
change. But they also lead the way in mastering complex
IT strategies with a light enough touch to deal with the
complicated personnel issues that arise when functions
such as finance and accounting are removed from the
company's day -to -day purview. It's an exciting time for
these trailblazers. ■
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and managerial consultant
based in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psychology and an MBA in organizational development /finance.
She has written widely about the integration ofaccounting
and IT in various business publications. You can reach her
at mpiturro @aol.com.
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It doesn't matter if you have $100 in your account or $100,000, you're given the
VIP treatment at the University of California Livermore Employees Credit Union
(UNCLE). Every member matters. From free checking accounts to loans for
members who may not qualify at commercial banks to state -of- the -art bill -paying services, the UNCLE takes the one -stop financial services shopping approach
seriously. In a fiercely competitive banking environment, they need to. Here's
how strong leadership, a board with clear policies, the personal touch, and teamwork turned the UNCLE into a $165 million operation at a time when many
other credit unions had to close their doors.
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ASLOWSTART
The UNCLE, originally the Radiation Lab Livermore Credit Union,
was chartered in 1957 as a small
bank for the Radiation Laboratory
employees in Livermore, Calif. Operated by the university regents for the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
(later the U.S. Department of Energy), this nuclear weapons lab
emerged as the nation's principal
multidisciplinary scientific research
and development facility.
Growth for the first 19 years was
slow. In 1976,assets finally surpassed
the $1 million mark. The basic services were just simple savings and
simple loans. Everything was manually created —from posting the
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entries to the ledger to generating
receipts to customers. By 1978,the
credit union had grown to $3 million in assets with six employees,
and then in 1979,we implemented
an online Electronic Data System
(EDS). The UNCLE also began
offering second mortgage loans and
cash withdrawals.

FROM$4.9 MILLION TO $69.9
MILLION IN THE 1980S
By 1980,the assets had grown to $4.9
million, but since the credit union
was in a borrowed position at the
beginning of the year (it had provided loans to a large number of members), a moratorium was placed on
lending. To project a better image, we

hired a marketing person to manage
a newsletter and to start talking to
members. Because we temporarily
stopped making loans, we wanted to
make sure that our members understood our reasoning at that time.
In 1980,as the new general manager, Kathie Kasper turned the credit
union from a borrowed position to a
solid liquid state by year -end 1981.
This was a turning point for the
credit union as we offered checking
accounts to members for the first
time. In 1981,we implemented a
share -draft program, the equivalent
to a checking account in commercial
banking. Under Kasper's leadership,
revenues began to climb at a steady
clip —even doubling within a one-

We lowered our rates on
certificates and marketed
our checking accounts
and car loans in order to
increase membership.
This worked,

year period. The credit union conducted heavy marketing, including
seminars within the Laboratory. The
marketing approach was necessary as
we tried to diversify and recruit
more members to join us. When
1983 arrived, we achieved the $10
million threshold, thanks to more
members joining our share -draft
program at a time when commercial
banks were charging more and more
fees. At this time the City of Liver more's credit union, with assets of
about $500,000,merged with the
UNCLE. In 1984,the credit union
increased its assets to about $15 mil lion—a 50% increase within a one year period —and now had 14
employees.

Within a year, assets almost tripled
to $43 million, and we were up to 21
employees. Smart moves with ATMs
helped. In 1985,the UNCLE installed
two ATMs and sent an ATM card to
every member 18 years old and above.
But our most critical decision was to
set up the system to allow immediate
credit to customers' accounts instead
of waiting until funds were checked.
Instead of making 99% of the members pay for a few that might place an
empty envelope into the ATM
machine, we took a gamble, and we
didn't lose any money from this practice at that time. In addition, our
audio response, a telephone service
for members to check their accounts,
earned the credit union $20 million in
assets. We then began to offer home
equity loans.
In 1988,we extended our services
to Pleasanton, where we went
beyond our core group to offer our
banking services to employees of
surrounding businesses, and we also
offered Visa for the first time. By
1990,we reached $69.9 million in
assets, 43 employees, and 13,085
members.

OVERTHE$100MILLIONMARK
In 1991,Cresta Blanca Credit Union
of the Livermore VA Hospital
merged with us, and by 1992,our
assets jumped from $71.9 million to

$82.6 million, or a 15% increase,
with a total of 16,828 members. This

increase once again was due to the
quality services we provide to our
members.
By 1994,we needed to slow down
our growth while increasing membership, so we lowered rates on certificates and marketed our checking
accounts and car loans in order to
increase membership. This worked.
By 1995,we started offering direct
loans, with tellers taking loan applications and making decisions right
on the spot. We now had 20,459
members.
By 1996,we added extra services
to our portfolio: Bill Payer, our first
step into home banking electronically; Fast Loans, where we have the
ability to obtain all information
from the loan applicant and turn it
around in 24 hours; ATMs in our
lobbies; Internet banking features;
and debit cards. We now had assets
of $95.6 million and began to grow
our credit union again. Contrary to
commercial banking practice, we
don't charge checking fees for every
check written on the credit union
account. So in 1997,we began to
offer services members would pay
for, such as e-mail statements, which
helped drive assets to more than
$110 million by 1998.Today assets
are $165 million.
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We're always looking for new
sources of earnings, so our latest
ventures include real estate loans
and car sales to members. The real
estate loans have received mixed
reviews, but this area offers potential
new earnings. The car sales events,
however, have been the best moneymaking device for the credit union.
In partnership with local car dealers,
the UNCLE offers discount prices
and favorable financing twice a year
on a fleet of quality used automobiles. One Saturday car sales event
netted about $1 million — substantial
revenue for the credit union.
So why has this credit union
grown to $165 million in assets
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when many others haven't survived?
It's thanks to a strong leader, the
structure of the board and its policy,
and a healthy dose of teamwork.

LEADERSHIP
A great leader dreams about the
future —and puts that dream into
action. Kathie Kasper envisioned
what would make the credit union
the best place to do business, and
today it offers a variety of services
where everything is under one roof.
Together with the board of directors,
she set goals, provided direction to
the subordinates to carry out the
work, and predicted where the
growth would be. As a risk taker

with a strong drive, Kasper has gotten the credit union to its present
position.
Given the fierce competition from
the commercial banking sector, the
credit union must offer members
something that they can't get from
ordinary banks. Our motto is that
our members are special and we are
here to help. We provide a personal
touch to all members who do banking with us. Members are members
for life. We offer low interest rates on
loans, charge no checking account
fees, and make borrowing with us
easier than with commercial banks.
Under Kasper's leadership, we've
made "banking" at the credit union

easy: Each member is treated courteously, and every problem is resolved
right there while the member is
doing business with us. We also keep
our members informed about new
products and changes through our
quarterly newsletter. In short, we do
everything we can to keep our members —our bread and butter —
inclined to stay with us.
Kasper's insight led us to expand
outside the core group of the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory employees to have a more
diversified membership base. Since
1988, small businesses and city government employees have been members of the UNCLE. This action
strengthened the base of our membership core in case federal budget
swings were to someday diminish
the Laboratory workforce.
As the chief executive officer and
president of the UNCLE, Kasper has
brought with her charisma, honesty,
and integrity. She strongly believes
in allowing her staff an open -door
policy and values all input she
receives from her subordinates. She
actually rolls up her sleeves and
works side -by -side with her people,
which helps generate loyalty and
commitment from her staff.
A farsighted leader like Kasper
also knows that altruism ultimately
is repaid a thousand -fold. Truly successful organizations understand
that long -range numbers depend on
constant commitment to balanced
goals, and one of those goals
includes community betterment.
When the community is enriched, so
are we. The UNCLE has quietly
played a positive role in the cities it
serves. That's why contributions run
the gamut from hosting the Pleasanton Chamber of Commerce annual
awards luncheon for community
volunteers to buying mountain bikes

for the Livermore Police Department. This kind of social accounting —this management insight —is
the distinguishing mark of a true
visionary.

BOARDOFDIRECTORS
The board of directors consists of
the credit union president and nine
members who are elected by the
general membership. The terms are
stacked every three years so terms
overlap. The board provides a
coherent, sound fiscal policy as well
as a commitment to quality services. The key to the board's effectiveness is that the board sets clear
policies for the credit union and
relies on the executive staff to
implement them. For example, we
approved a policy where members
could re- establish their credit history by opening a credit card account
with a secured deposit. We charge
them no annual fee and no interest,
which helps them to begin to
rebuild their credit.
One day a year the entire credit
union management and the board
get together for a planning retreat
where we look at our current financial condition and establish goals for
the year. These goals become the
benchmark to measure the credit
union's success. The CEO's and the
executive staff's bonuses are tied to
meeting these goals. The successful
record of this credit union is a product of the partnership between the
board of directors, management, and
the employees.

TEAMWORK
The employees have a strong commitment to make the credit union
successful because they are members
and the credit union belongs to
them. There's a feeling of ownership, pride, and commitment. When

you instill these values in your
employees, the results are surprisingly pleasant.
Examples of this commitment
abound. When the credit union
moved to its new headquarters, the
management and some key staff
members worked all night to hook
up the computers so that they could
open the next Monday morning.
Why did they do that? The staff told
us that they take pride in their work,
and they wanted to show the members that they can count on the credit union to do their banking without
interruption.
WHAT'S NEXT?
Kathie Kasper recently retired, and
the new UNCLE president is Jim
Ott. Although he has a community
banking background, he's already
aggressively working toward making
this credit union into an even more
successful name in the community.
We've surpassed our original membership goal, reaching 26,327 members, and our assets actually reached
$165 million in December 2000.The
credit union will be here to stay
despite fierce competition and
strong lobbyists from the banks who
want to put us out of business. We
have proven that success depends on
providing quality services, good
products, strong leadership, teamwork, and a clear set of policies from
the board of directors. Together we
can make it happen. ■
Chung Bothwell is resource manager
for the Fusion Energy Programs at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, Calif. She has
served on the UNCLE's board of
directors for 12 years and was the
credit union's treasurer from 1994 to
1997. You can reach Chung at (925)
423 -3614 or bothwelll @llnl.gov.
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A LANDMARK CASE

Will th e c o p y r i g h t
survive
cyberspace?
BY MICHAEL CASTELLUCCIO
The Internet was created to provide academics a medium for the free exchange of ideas.
Open file sharing has been programmed into its genetic code, and prying apart the two realities, "information" and "free," has been difficult. And it's not just the freeloaders saying
things like, "As the most participatory form of mass speech yet developed, the Internet

N

deserves the highest protection from governmental intrusion." Federal Judge Stewart R.
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Dalzell seems to be in strange company as he agrees with students in the dorm ripping
music tracks to download with Napster that perhaps the government doesn't belong in this
argument.
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Besides its status as a philosophical underpinning, freedom to share presents practical problems for those who
want to securely containerize content online. Trademark ing, copyrighting, and service marking physical products
is much easier.
Information transferred to and from your computer
over the Internet is composed of a stream of bits. The
original message is broken down to its particles and is sent
in disassembled pieces (packets) to its destination. There
it's reassembled to its original form. You have a copy of
the e-mail on your machine, and the recipient has an
exact duplicate, same bits. When you copy anything
online— photographs, music, books, videos —you catch a
stream of duplicate particles on your hard drive or removable media (disks). Online, the copy is
the original. The Internet is a molecular duplicator.
Consequently, for anyone trying to
apply copyright restrictions on the
Internet, keeping the deck in the dealer's hands has, so far, been almost
impossible. Encryption, watermarking, court injunctions, even arrests
haven't deterred the information wants -to -be -free faction. Perhaps it's a
sign of the times that Smart Business
magazine chose as its "Innovation of
the Year" Napster, the problematic
software for sharing music online. A
court- ordered suspension of the ban
on Napster has the legal community
on hold as to what to do about the program's ability to
bypass copyright restrictions. The ban was imposed last
July by Judge Marilyn Hall Patel but hours later was suspended by an appeals court. Meanwhile, Napster has
rolled into the 21 st Century with 40 million users, and
Bertelsmann, the world's third largest media company,
has dropped its part of the music industry's lawsuit
against Napster in order to create a partnership that will
turn the music - swapping software into a platform for
selling Bertelsmann's music, books, magazines, and Internet content. In the first week of January this year, a second deal was made with the German -based independent
music label Edel making its list of recordings available
immediately for download to Napster's registered users.
For what began as an underground hack, Shawn Fan ning's Napster today is seen as a major threat to the
music industry.
In a nutshell, the problem faced by owners of intellec54
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tual property like copyrighted music isn't one of trying to
get the Napster jinni back in the bottle. The problem is,
as John Perry Barlow of the Electronic Frontier Foundation has pointed out, there never was a bottle —at least
not out in the open air of the Internet.

THEROBESANDTHEROCKERS
On October 28, 1998,President Clinton signed into law
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA).
The law is an attempt to clear up some of the confusion
surrounding copyrights online. The law also directs the
Register of Copyrights and the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Communications and Information to
report to Congress on the DMCA's effectiveness, other

sections of the copyright codes, and new technologies as
they relate to intellectual property online. The report is
due at the end of this month (February 28).
A summary of the DMCA is available at
http: / /lcweb.loc.gov /copyright/. In brief, it has five titles.
Title I implements two 1996 World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) treaties, which, among other
things, extend copyright protection here to works of foreign origin. Title II limits the liability of online service
providers concerning certain copyright infringements.
Title III permits copying software programs when repairing a computer. Title IV has six miscellaneous provisions
relating to the Copyright Office, distance education,
exceptions for libraries and ephemeral recordings, broadcasting on the Web, and the transfer of motion picture
rights. Title V deals with the copyright of the design of
vessel hulls.
The Act seems to acknowledge its own transitional

nature by calling for a report on its own effectiveness and
on developing technologies. Just as businesses now face
the accelerating winds of change, judicial robes are also
rustling and billowing, and the backward - looking tradition of relying on the gravity of legal precedents may not
work very well in cybercases.
A more finely focused view of the legal conflict can be
seen in the Napster case. Here the current law meets the
current technology, and there is no resolution yet. The
Napster application was written by a freshman at Northeastern University in January 1999. Shawn Fanning
offered the program as a free download and soon realized
how really powerful his idea was. Five months later,
Shawn was offering Napster as an app and a centralized

service where those who wanted to swap MP3 music files
could meet online and share files peer to peer (P2P).
What followed was more like a detonation than the
launch of a site because Napster exploded into an international phenomenon.
Five months later, the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) opened a full frontal attack on the site.
Hauling the economic might of most U.S. recording studios
with it into court, the RIAA filed a lawsuit in Northern California charging "contributory and vicarious copyright
infringement' Not that Napster was guilty of copyright
infringement —it was guilty of facilitating the crime. And
the price it would have to pay? The RIAA wanted up to
$100,000 for each violation of the copyright law. In other
words, multiplied by the number of downloads by those
using the Napster network, the damages would be something like the GNP of a middle -size country.
At first, it was David vs. a very wealthy and well- repre-

sented Goliath. In David's sling there was a killer hack
instead of a stone. Then a second David sidled up alongside the kid. That David (Boies of the DOI v. Microsoft
fame) agreed to represent Napster. He took the case in
June. He explained the reason for his interest in a bre d
magazine interview. "The first thing that struck me was
that this was an important case not only for the music
industry but for the whole of the Internet:' As the case
has developed, others have come to agree on the landmark nature of this suit.
The legal questions in the suit revolve around two
issues. The Napster software makes it easy to copy music
files online, and the company's site (www.napster.com)
provides a central index where downloaders can find the
music they want to share. The music
files aren't on the Napster servers, and
the software doesn't crack encryption
codes or other methods for protecting
copyrights. Those are other issues
being looked at in other courts. The
question for the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals is: Should the ban on Napster
imposed by the lower court be
upheld?
In the Wired interview, David Boies
outlined the case for Napster. He
believes there are four reasons the
Court should find for the defendant.
1. Napster enables "noncommercial
consumer copying [that is) recognized
as fair use under common -law theories
and doctrines, and under the Supreme Court's criteria."
Boies also cites the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 as
the source for the 9th Circuit Court's own interpretation in
1999 that permitted all noncommercial consumer copying.
2. Second, Boies points to the Supreme Court decision
in Sony v Universal Studios in 1984. There, Sony argued
successfully that even though the company's VCR products could be used to infringe copyright, it only had to
prove that there were substantial uses that didn't violate
copyright to escape the guilty by contributory or vicarious infringement. Sony did, and wasn't held responsible
for copyright infringement by some of its customers.
Napster, Boies points out, has several substantial, noninfringing uses. One is space- shifting, which is the copying
of music you purchased to another media —CD to tape,
CD to hard -drive or removable media like CompactFlash
cards. Space - shifting has been described as noninfringing
by the 9th Circuit.
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DRM: Digital Rights Management Providers
Aries Systems Corporation North Andover, Mass.
Phone (978) 975 -7570 www.docurights.com
DocuRights® Secure Container System protects PDF files
inside crypographic envelope.
ContentGuard, Inc. McLean, Va.
Phone (800) 870 -0705 www.contentpuard.com
ContentGuardTMsolutions and services for distribution of
digital content.
Copyright Clearance Center Danvers, Mass.
Phone (978) 750 -8400 www.coi)yriaht.com
Licenses and online permission services, managing rights
for 1.75 million works.

r

DigitalOwl.com Winter Park, Fla.
Phone (407) 681 -3478 www.diaitalowl.com
KineticEdgeTM content delivery infrastructure for copyrightprotected content.
eMeta Corporation New York, N.Y.
Phone (800) 804 -0103 www.emeta.com
Offers eRights, a software engine to manage users,
groups, resources, products, and licenses.
InterTrust Technologies Corporation Santa Clara, Calif
Phone (800) 393 -2272 www.intertrust.com
Developer of peer -to -peer, distributed digital rights
management technology.
M -CAMTM Charlottesville, Va.
Phone (877) 636 -MCAM www.m -cam.com
Intellectual property management including database of
active U.S. patents, using IP as collateral, and sales and
licensing of IP
MediaDNA, Inc. La Jolla, Calif.
Phone (800) 706 -0090 www.mediadna.com
Offers eMediatorTm a digital rights management system
where you set the usage rules.
PublishOne Santa Clara, Calif.
Phone (408) 327 -0400 www.l)ublishone.coni
DRM service for business information publishers
ReciprocalTm New York, N.Y.
Phone (888) 871 -1600 www.reciorocal.com
Provides business -to- business secure e- commerce
services for digital content over the Internet.
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Another noninfringing use is to distribute music that
isn't copyrighted, whose copyright is lost, or by copyright
holders who don't object. All forms are currently being
swapped on the Napster site.
3. Third, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act provides a safe harbor for Internet service providers. The ISP
isn't liable for its users' infringing activities unless the
provider is given formal notification of the activity, the
accused is given the option to offer counter notice, and a
court has not taken the case. That's the procedure set up
by the DMCA, and the Napster company has terminated
users according to the Congressional edict.
4. The last issue is copyright misuse. Copyright holders
aren't allowed to use their copyrights for anticompetitive
purposes. Boies claims that written documents expressing
the desire to shut Napster down and to take over the
technology go well beyond what the music companies are
allowed to control within their copyrights.
The case is expected to be decided in the beginning of
this year. What happens to the concepts of fair use and
first rights of the purchaser might extend to other media.
On another front, the legislative issues also will be discussed at the end of this month. And what about the
unending progress of technology? Gnutella and Freenet,
two new file- sharing technologies, will make copyright
control of music even less possible. Gnutella has been
characterized as unstoppable because it has a server -less
P2P architecture. To go after a repository somewhere isn't
possible. To shut its decentralized system down would be
like catching and extinguishing all the sparks flying about
in a massive forest fire.

THEALPHABETWARS
Owners of other copyrighted material are watching both
the Napster trial and the evolving business model for the
Napster site. There is no bookster yet, but it's a possibility.
No matter how strong the encryption used, printed material has to be rendered readable at some point, and what is
readable is duplicable using OCR or other transcription
technologies. Would it be worth the effort, as it seems to
be with music? The answer probably is somewhere in the
answer to another question: What's the future of electronic publishing? Meanwhile the need for security for those
already distributing online is being served by a new division of the security industry, DRM — Digital Rights Management. (For a list of providers, see column opposite.)
DVDs (digital video) and software programs are in a
marathon footrace against the hackers and pirates. The
encryption scheme for protecting DVDs is CSS (Content

Scrambling System), and the code that cracks it and lets
you open DVDs is DeCSS. The DVD CCA, the organization that licenses CSS, is so upset with the 16- year -old
who posted the hack back in October 1999 that it's suing
more than 500 people in nearly a dozen countries for
posting or pointing to sites where the code is available.
They also went after a company in New Jersey that was
silkscreening the DeCSS code on T- shirts.
The software companies don't seem to be faring much
better in their attempts to protect their own coded products. Last October, the servers that house the blueprints
for the new Microsqft Office and Windows applications
were hacked into, and the company admitted that source
code was at least seen. Whether changes were made or
copies stolen —who knows? The fact that the wrong people can backdoor their way into what should be the most
secure development units in Redmond gives you some
idea of the field in that race.

BETWEENTHEDEVILANDTHEDEEPBLUESEA
There seem to be four options before us. We can continue
the arms race between hackers and owners of copyrights.
We can welcome the widening involvement of legislatures

and courts. We can capitulate, put a pin in the ® bubble,
and let it all be available free wherever. Or, there's the
business model evolving at Napster with both free and
paid downloads available. This compromise offers fence
mending and bridge building. There are a number of files
available on the Napster site that document the court case
and explain the business strategy with the new partners.
It's worth a look.
As the managers of the Freenet Project remind us,
technologies like radio, mimeograph, television, photocopier, compact disk, and video recorder were all seen as
threats to published, copyrighted materials. Each in its
own way has enriched the industry it supposedly threatened, and the same could be true of P2P file sharing
whether it's music on the Napster site or print material
on Freenet. Certainly, when the trial resumes, recently
published studies from Greenfield Online and Jupiter
Research showing that Napster users are more likely to
make music purchases because of their searches at the site
will be introduced in Judge Patel's court. What the court
does, and what Congress does will be factored in, but it
might be the Bertelsmann /Napster new marketing model
that creates the best hope for a cease fire. ■
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dOeSTEAMING
IT DID FOR BELL
ATLANTIC,
PARTICULARLY IN
IMPROVED
BY PRISCILLA S. WISNER, CMA, AND HOLLACE A. FEIST

PRODUCTIVITY,
SERVICE QUALITY,

work teams have been lauded as one of the

EMPLOYEE

major business innovations of the 1990s, helping
companies to achieve productivity and service break -

SATISFACTION,
throughs. During the past decade, there has been an

AND CORPORATE

explosion in work team implementation, in companies both large and small, at management levels and

VALUE.

employee levels, and in both manufacturing and service companies. One reason for this is that a team
structure supports emerging business practices such
Z
0

as total quality management, lean production, busi-
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ness process reengineering, and creating flatter and

0
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more decentralized organizational structures.
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Popular belief is that teams increase corporate value by
positively impacting employee satisfaction, quality, and
productivity. Yet few research studies have established a
clear connection between teaming and performance, and
even fewer have quantitatively assessed the impact of
teaming on corporate performance. Before investing
extensive time and financial resources to implement work
teams, managers need to know if the investment pays off.
At a minimum, they need to measure the impact of the
change on key corporate success factors and where possible link those impacts to corporate value.
Bell Atlantic Corporation conducted an extensive
research study on the payoffs of teaming. In particular, it
carefully traced the implementation of teaming to monitor
and record teaming's impact on three key success factors:
• productivity,
• service quality, and
• employee satisfaction.
Furthermore, Bell Atlantic found that the increase in
productivity directly impacted company revenue, providing a link between implementing work teams and
increasing corporate value. The short answer to the question "Does teaming pay off?" is a resounding "yes." We'll
describe the implementation and measurement of the
teaming impact at Bell Atlantic and share some of the
lessons and insights that benefit financial managers
charged with strategically evaluating the impact of teaming in their organizations.

10Critical Factors that Make
Our analysis of teaming shows that it absolutely pays
off in terms of delivering value to the employee, to the
customer, and to the organization. But it requires commitment throughout the organization and an investment in
people, systems, and process changes. Below are some
of the lessons we learned from our experience at Bell
Atlantic.
♦ Champion. Teaming needs a senior leader who
demonstrates teaming behaviors in both good times and
bad. Is this leader willing to share power, information, decision making, and responsibility with all levels in the
business?
♦ Systems assessment. You need to assess the systems necessary to support a successful teaming implementation: communication, performance measurement,
performance feedback, continuous improvement of work
process, financial, training, availability of nonproductive
meeting time.
♦ Road map. You should develop a "road map- for successful team implementation. That means communicate a
high -level plan of action that outlines pre - implementation,
implementation, post - implementation, and ongoing teaming
processes.
♦ Long -term view. You should view a teaming strategy
as a continuous journey, not a program that can be started and stopped at whim. If a company views teaming as
a "flavor of the month" program, it can destroy employee

CRITICALISSUESATBELLATLANTIC
Created in 1984 when the U.S. government forced
telecommunications giant AT &T to deregulate, Bell
Atlantic Corporation had as its mission to provide comprehensive telephone services to business and residential
customers in the mid - Atlantic region of the U.S. (Last
year Bell Atlantic merged with GTE, and the company is
now known as Verizon. The incidents in this article pertain to Bell Atlantic.) From the company's inception, Bell
Atlantic management faced numerous business challenges, including a changing regulatory environment,
exploding competition for phone and communications
services, and an increase in product offerings as a result
of changing technologies.
A teaming strategy was adopted to support Bell
Atlantic's three primary strategic initiatives — shareholder
value, customer satisfaction, and employee commitment.
At Bell Atlantic, three drivers of corporate value are
employee productivity, service quality, and employee
satisfaction.
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trust in management.
♦ Comprehensive training. You need to develop a
comprehensive training process and invest in the time
necessary to train all team members. Teaming education
is critical to the team's success.
♦ Select a management team. The leader must be
prepared to change management team members because

♦ Productivity improvement creates value for Bell
Atlantic by increasing revenues and by minimizing personnel costs through increased efficiency.
♦ Service quality at Bell Atlantic has strong customer
satisfaction implications, as service quality is measured
during an employee's contact time with the customer.
Bell Atlantic is also regulated by the government and is
required to report a number of customer service metrics.
♦ Employee satisfaction is a key metric because the
work process in the call centers is labor intensive, and Bell
Atlantic management is very concerned about maintain-

TEAMS

work

not everyone on the management team can or will support his /her teaming vision. The leader should help members of the management team to self- assess their belief
systems, then encourage change if necessary. The management team selection process should be consistent
with teaming strategy.

♦ "Walk the talk." Team leaders must be prepared to
demonstrate desired teaming behaviors through their own
actions and words. That means communicate with the
teams frequently, listen, and share both the good and the
bad news. It also means empower teams to make decisions on meaningful areas of the business.

♦ Boundary management. It's critical that teams understand boundaries, restrictions, and desired outcomes
before they're empowered. Once you empower teams to
make a decision, you can't take back this empowerment.

♦ Recognition. You must recognize performance at
every opportunity. Keys to success in recognition include
an open process— making awards in public, not private;
timing— recognizing someone promptly after they've made
the effort you want to recognize; size and frequency —big
enough, often enough; personalized —the awarder may

M

matter.

with about 6,000 sales consultants, that provided sales
and service support to residential customers. Call centers
were converted to a team structure over the course of a
two -year period, and at the time of the study about half
the call centers had implemented teaming.
The basic job function of the sales consultant remained
the same in both the teamed and the nonteamed offices,
but the organizational structure for the teamed offices
changed. These changes included:
♦ An office committee made up of sales consultants
and an assistant manager who helped to identify, coordinate, and communicate team needs;
♦ Physically grouping team members together and
changing furniture to remove high walls;
♦ Training focused on team processes, cooperative
communication, and problem - solving skills;
♦ Weekly team meetings to discuss results, solve problems, or to cross -train team members; and
♦ A performance feedback system that related individual results, team results, and summary data about other
teams' performance, creating an environment of
acknowledgment and learning that many sales consultants lauded. The feedback system also helped to identify
"best practice" sales consultants, who were then asked to
share their skills with other team members.

♦ Identify key success factors. You need to develop
baseline measures of key results before teaming is imple-

BOTTOMLINE:THEEVALUATIONOFTEAMING

mented and continue to measure results throughout the

The call center evaluation project used data from three
call centers both before and after teams were implemented. The teamed group consisted of 53 sales consultants
from two call centers with the same manager. The nonteamed group was 84 sales consultants in a single call
center that was scheduled to begin team implementation
about a year later.
Bell Atlantic human resource, business unit, and call
center managers helped to identify and select key performance metrics. In addition to observations and feedback
we gathered from meeting with Bell Atlantic managers
and sales consultants, we used a wide variety of data
spanning a 15 -month period to evaluate the impact of
teaming:
♦ Multiple measures of productivity that Bell Atlantic
routinely records for all call center transactions:
• average call length,
• call conversion ratio (percentage of calls that
included a sale),
• products -sold rate (products sold per online
hour), and
• strategic revenues generated (revenues related to

implementation and ongoing. Tie evaluation criteria to
strategic objectives of the company. Demonstrate that
teaming produces measurable financial gains to the company. Be prepared for negative impact to some key results during the initial implementation, and determine
whether or not these negative results are due to teaming
or other factors; don't overreact to negative results by
stopping the implementation.

ing good labor relations. Any change in the work environment that leads to employee dissatisfaction has strong
potential to negatively impact employee commitment and
productivity and also customer satisfaction. Conversely,
Bell Atlantic management believes that the benefits of
employee satisfaction are improved employee commitment (lower turnover), improved productivity, and
enhanced customer satisfaction.

IMPLEMENTINGTEAMS
Bell Atlantic operated 45 consumer call centers, staffed
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Quick Review of T
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picture of the impact of teaming
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tive learning patterns, making it
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possible for companies to react

teaming, many have found no im-

were collected prior to the teaming

with more speed and flexibility in

pact related to teaming, and a few

changeover and again nine months

today's competitive environment.

have even reported negative im-

after. Most of the performance da-

Teams have been described as a

pacts. The confusion in outcomes

ta used were data that Bell Atlantic

"win -win" situation for the organiza-

is compounded or perhaps caused

routinely collected and audited for

tion and the employee because

by the methods used to evaluate

each employee. These strong re-

teams are a more effective working

the outcomes. Due to the nature

search design factors lend credibili-

method for the organization and

of field study research, most re-

ty to the findings in this study and

enhance job fulfillment for the

searchers don't have adequate

increase confidence that the posi-

employee.

performance data from before an

tive impacts found for the perfor-

organizational change occurs as

mance outcomes actually do relate

well as after the change takes

to the teaming implementation.

Teaming is also seen as a key
driver of improving quality, creating

key product sales);
• Service quality data recorded by call center and Bell
Atlantic quality assurance managers;
• Two employee surveys, one measuring employee
satisfaction and the other measuring employees'
perceptions of the teamed work environment.
Pro ductivity impro ve ment. When we compared productivity changes for the teamed employees with productivity changes for the nonteamed employees, we found a
clear result: Teaming improves productivity. The teamed
sales consultants outperformed the nonteamed sales consultants in three of the four productivity measures —average call length, call conversion ratio, and products -sold
rate (see Figure 1). While both groups had increases in
62

Bell Atlantic's study is unique in

Numerous studies have mea-
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average call length, the increase for the teamed employees
was slightly less, indicating that they were increasing efficiency of their call time. Even more important, the results
show that they were doing a better job converting calls to
sales and selling more products. These results have had a
direct financial impact for Bell Atlantic— increased efficiency at handling calls impacts costs through reduced
headcount, while the improvement in selling skills and
sales results will favorably impact revenues.
The increase in the products -sold rate is the most
telling measure of the revenue impact of teaming. Our
analysis shows that a teamed sales consultant, on average,
would generate over $21,000 per year in sales revenues
more than a nonteamed sales consultant (see Table 1).

Figurel. PRODUCT IVITY I M P R O V E M E N T
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
AverageCall
Length

CallConversion
Ratio

Products-Sold
Rate

customer with courtesy, completing paperwork accurately, and thanking the customer for calling Bell Atlantic.
Sales consultants' calls are monitored on average four to
six times each month, and a monthly service quality score
is tabulated for each sales consultant. Prior to teaming,
the average score for the teamed offices was just under 88,
but this score increased to over 91 after the company
implemented teaming and continued to increase
throughout the year (see Figure 2).We couldn't compare
the teamed employees' service quality scores with the
nonteamed employees' scores for this evaluation, but
business unit data showed that the teamed offices
improved more at service quality than did the nonteamed
office.

Multiplying the average gain of
$21,312 times the 6,000 Bell

Atlantic sales consultants, the
potential revenue gain from
teaming is over $127 million!
Although the organizational
development and implementa-

POTEN
Additional pr' '
Annualized
A verage

tion costs related to teaming
Incremental revi
weren't available for this project, the total costs are certainly
a fraction of the revenue gains.
This analysis demonstrates that teaming, through its
impact on productivity, strongly impacts corporate value.
Bell Atlantic's strategic initiatives include shareholder
value, customer satisfaction, and employee commitment.
As important as the productivity impact is to creating
shareholder value, it's imperative to Bell Atlantic that the
teaming strategy also support customer and employee
objectives.
Service quality Improvement. Sales consultants are rated on 13 service quality criteria for each customer call.
Examples are demonstrating job knowledge, treating the

Employee satisfaction improvement. An employee sat-

isfaction survey administered to the teamed and nonteamed employees showed that employee satisfaction
increased in both offices. But the teamed sales consultants
demonstrated much greater gains in satisfaction (21% to
16 %), supporting the conclusion that teaming positively
impacts employee satisfaction. The manager of the
teamed offices noted that the employees became much
more involved in contributing to the work environment
after the team structure was implemented. Here are some
examples:
♦ The number of employee suggestions
increased,
Fgure2. SERVICE Q U A L I T Y I M P R O V E M E N T
• Employees participated more in meetings,
94
• Employees took more initiative in identifying
92
and solving problems, and
e!
0
♦ Some employees volunteered to take on
90
additional assignments in the office.
d

88
N

WHATMADEADIFFERENCE?

86
84
1stQtr

2ndQtr

3rdQtr

4thQtr

We wanted to better understand how teaming
impacted the employees' work environment, so
we asked the employees' opinions about changes
in their work roles after teaming was implementF e br u ar y 2 0 0 1
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align operations with strategic
objectives. The business unit and
call center managers were enthusiastic about the team structure but
needed to justify the investment in
time and financial resources to
upper management. After receiving
the results of this study, management implemented teaming
throughout the remaining call centers, and now it has been implemented throughout the Bell Atlantic
organization.

LINKINGTOCORPORATEVALUE

ed. The overwhelming response was that employees have
strong positive reactions to the teaming implementation
and structure. As shown in Table 2, most teamed
employees say they feel more involved, accountable,
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and empowered. These
characteristics drive employee behavior and impact how
an employee feels about the company and treats the customer. And they ultimately impact productivity and
profitability.
Sales consultants also reported several positive aspects
of the team structure:
1. Common goals were created by the joint decision making process;
2. Employees could work together to solve problems;
3. The decision - making process was much more real time;
4. The team structure promoted cross- training;
5. The physical proximity between team members
increased learning since team members could observe
how their colleagues handled customer calls; and
6. They could turn to others on their team for help with
sales tools and techniques.
As you can see, the impact of teaming at Bell Atlantic
was significant and important. At the time of this study,
Bell Atlantic management was debating whether or not
work teams were an effective organizational structure to
64
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Strategic cost management isn't just
about measuring the costs associated with operations. It's about measuring and managing the drivers of
corporate value. Creating corporate
value requires managers to align a
company's strategy with the systems
and structures needed to carry out
that strategy and to create a set of financial and nonfinancial performance metrics that measures progress
toward corporate objectives. Ultimately, the financial
executive must be able to answer the question: Does this
initiative create corporate value? Does it pay off?
We found that teaming pays off through improving
productivity, quality, and employee satisfaction. Increased
productivity can lead to lower operating costs and
increased revenues. Improving service quality leads to
improved customer satisfaction, which means the company benefits through increased market share, customer loyalty, additional revenues, and reduced transaction costs.
Investment in practices that enhance employees' quality of
work life promises paybacks such as improved employee
satisfaction, more commitment, and less turnover.
What benefits has your company derived through
teaming? ■
Priscilla S. Wisner, CMA, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of
world business at The American Graduate School of International Management in Glendale, Ariz. You can reach her
at (602) 978 -7153 or wisnerp @t- bird.edu.
Hollace A. Feist is a former Bell Atlantic manager with 25
years of telecommunications and business management
experience. Now she's a consultant in Jacksonville, Fla.
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But before you can improve, you need to know what
leadership is. Sixty-five years ago, author Ordway Tead
defined it as "the activity of influencing people to cooperate toward some goal which they come to find desirable."
Dwight Eisenhower called it "the art of getting someone
else to do something you want done because he wants to
do it [italics added]." Note how the definition changes
when the italicized words are omitted. It's the difference
between leadership and manipulation.
How do you get there? Here are seven areas where
most of us could improve:

1. Walk your talk. Actions speak louder than
words, so take a good, hard look at the example you're
setting. Your people notice what time you come in, what

time you leave, and how long you take for lunch and coffee. They know whether you take all the credit for what
the unit accomplishes and whether you admit mistakes
and take responsibility for screwups. They know exactly
how susceptible you are to flattery and brownnosing.
They see whether you take risks or avoid them. They hear
if you bad -mouth others. It's unfair, but employees hold
their bosses to higher standards than they hold themselves. For better or worse, your example is the strongest
management tool you have.

2. Catch your people doing something
right. It's easy to focus on flaws and mistakes. Some call
it managing by exception. Unfortunately, the message
your people get is, "Don't try anything new. Don't suggest
anything new. Play safe.' It's a recipe for an organization caught in suspended animation. Focus
instead on finding contributions. Give yourself a
quota of thanking at least one of your people
each day for something specific they did. Can't
find anything? Look harder. And don't forget to
recognize people in front of their peers, too.

3. Share your dream. Dare to dream
about the future you want to create. Who can get
excited about processing another invoice? Or
making journal entries? People only get fired up
when they are part of something larger than
themselves. Worried your people won't buy in?
Let them share in formulating the vision. There's
no more powerful way. Then be optimistic and
enthusiastic in communicating the vision. Enthusiasm is an infectious disease. Be a carrier. And
don't worry about repeating yourself. Leaders
need to do exactly that.

1THUSIASM
an infectious
;ease.
a carrier.
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As small
victories are
achieved, take
time to
CELEBRAT
them
together.
4. Grow people. Sometimes it seems
there are only two kinds of bosses: the ones
people will do only the minimum for and the
ones people will do anything for. The biggest
single difference between these bosses is what
they believe about their people. The first kind
believe their people are already in over their
heads and treat them accordingly. The second
kind assume their people are capable of much
more than what they are currently doing. To be
the second kind of boss, believe in your people
more than they believe in themselves. Treat
them with dignity and respect. Trust them.
Give them important work at the edge of their
skills and the discretion to decide how to do it.
When they make mistakes (you want that,
Silly), don't come down on them, but focus on
learning for the future.

5. Celebrate victories. Everybody
wants to be part of a winning team. Make sure
your team gets a steady diet of victories. How?
By breaking your dream into small bites. Then,

Test Your Leadership Quotient
For each item, rate yourself from 1 to 5, where 1 means
"almost never," 5 means "almost always.'
1. Walk my talk
2. Focus on contributions, not mistakes
3. Share my dream
4. Grow people
5. Celebrate victories
6. Build collaboration
7. Am out in front

Scoring:
30-35:

Great score! Now check it by letting your people
rate you.
20-29: Average. Try focusing consciously every day for the
next 30 days on improving ONE leadership skill.
Below 20: Either you're just being modest, or consider reaching out for some help.
Febru ary 2 0 0 1
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COLLABORATION is the
essence

of every
organization that's
greater
than the
sum of its

�

parts.
as these small victories are achieved, take time to celebrate them together. There's no better way to solidify the
team and refuel members'emotional commitment, which
is the key to sustaining people through tough times.

resolve them, but even if you can't resolve them, get
them out into the open. A wound exposed to the open
air won't fester.

7. Get out in front . You can't lead by following
6. Bu ild co llaborat ion . Collaboration is the
essence of every organization that's greater than the sum
of its parts. Many aspects of management foster collaboration, while others inhibit collaboration. Does your
performance appraisal process, as many do, create sepa-

your people. Get out in front by challenging the status
quo. Steal ideas from other fields and industries. Experiment with new methods and approaches. Take risks. And
don't forget to reward your subordinates who do the
same, even when they fail.

rate goals for each individual that are kept secret from
everyone else? Instead, create team goals that are both
public and shared. How often does your whole team get
together in one room? Whether two people report to
you or 2,000, create regular forums for face -to -face

Most people desperately want to be led, but they're
fussy. They want the leader they follow to be worthy of
their "followership:' So give them what they want. Work
on�these�seven�areas,�and�be�the�leader�you�can�be.�■

interaction. And don't lecture the troops. Promote open
communication by spending more time listening than
talking. Recognize that how you respond to early feed-

back�will�determine�how�much�you'll�get�in�the�future�—
and what kind. Be aware that even healthy teams have
disagreements and differences. Work to surface and
68
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Kennard T. Wing, CMA, is a project director at the OMG
Center for Collaborative Learning in Philadelphia, Pa., a
nonprofit research and consulting organization focused on
urban issues and urban institutions. You can reach him at
Ken @omgcenter.org or (215) 732 -2200.
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A GREEN A N D LEAN
WORKPLACE?
Yes,it'spossibletobeenvironmentallycleanandspendlessbyusingtechniquesthatidentifyhiddencosts.

BY THOMAS P. KUNES

Everyone wants a clean,
healthy, and safe workplace. The
challenge, of course, is to be "green" and "lean."
We've seen many companies who are environmentally compliant pay a steep price for it —far
than they need to. Investors, regulators,
customers, and directors want them to
operate safely but also
competitively.
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The solution isn't lowering your
direct environmental, health, and
safety costs such as permit fees,
waste collection, disposal charges, or
staff and training costs. The solution
is better management of hidden
environmental costs —such as those
buried within overhead and other
accounts and accepted without
scrutiny as unchangeable costs of
manufacturing.
Research that Kestrel Management
Services, LLC, did for the Synthetic
Organic Chemical Manufacturers
Association at four chemical facilities in 1999 revealed some plants

were spending two, three, four —
even five —times as much money on
environmental expenses as they budgeted, recorded, and labeled "labor,
operating expense, and capital
expenditures for environmental
management" (please refer to chart,
"Total Environmental Costs
Revealed," below).
When total environmental costs
are this obscure, how can management choose technologies, select raw
materials, design processes —make
business decisions — rationally? How
can they answer to financial analysts
and investors who are beginning to

T O T A L E N V I R O N M E N T A L COSTS RE V E A L E D *
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Bottom segment of bar represents cost accounting of environmental management.
Entire bar represents actual total costs identified through analyses by
Kestrel Mangement Services, LLC.
.1999 study by Kestrel Management Services. LLC, for the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association.

S T R A TE G I C F I N A N C E

REALCOSTS' TOOLS
Companies can determine the "real"
or full environmental costs by conducting periodic offline analyses
using specially designed tools and
techniques that help industrial managers identify the source of pollution
and waste and better understand the
benefits of preventing it. They also
illustrate the financial value of pollution prevention and enhanced business processes and improve
expenses, profits, and production.
The alternative is to install elements of activity-based cost accounting into a company's routine
accounting system to accommodate
all environmental costs. But this is
often unattractive to financial managers because it is tedious, problematic, and expensive to change
account charts and data sources and
collection procedures. Yet without
such changes, cost accounting procedures don't provide enough information for making fully informed
operational decisions —such as
choosing pollution prevention
strategies.

KNOWLEDGE =
SAVINGS + PROFITS

--

$200,000 - - -
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scrutinize the business contributions
of good environmental management? Investors are now looking at
the effect these practices have on
costs and liabilities, process yields,
flexible manufacturing, quality production, market access, innovation,
and customer loyalty.
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For example, a small metal- products
manufacturer with $14 million in
sales and $840,000 in pretax profits
estimated its annual safety and environmental compliance expenses to
be $50,000. They were way off. Real
Cost" analyses quickly identified
the firm's direct environmental

BYSPENDING 50,000 TO
IMPROVEENERGYEFFICIENCY,A
COMPANY REDUCED $450,000
IN ENERGY COSTS BY 10% AND
INCREASEDPROFITS BY5 %.
expenses to be $300,000! Furthermore, an examination of direct and
indirect costs and those imbedded in
other accounts such as maintenance
showed real annual environmental
costs at about $1 million- 2 0 times
the company controller's initial
estimates.
With this new information, management was able to make significantly better business decisions. For
example, analysis showed that by
investing from $50,000 to $125,000
in process improvements —such as
more efficient dust collection systems —the company could improve
product quality and reduce scrap
rates. Better maintenance of chillers
eliminated the need to purchase
large quantities of city water for
cooling of equipment and to pay
for wastewater discharges to the
sanitary sewer.
In the case of this metal- products
manufacturer, an investment of
$50,000 to $125,000 in environmental improvements had a three- to
six-month payback. An environmental cost reduction of 25 % could
increase profits by 30 %. The analysis
also showed that spending $50,000
to improve energy efficiency would
reduce annual energy costs of
$450,000 by 10% and increase prof-

its by more than 5 % in one year.
Most important, where environmental issues were limiting plant capacity, a one -month payback might be
expected on environmental investments. Without tools and systems to
identify the real costs, the value of
these investments could never have
been recognized or realized. And
without recognizing and using this
hidden leverage, companies may not
consider environmental investments
in business planning.

BLINDSIDED
Ignorance of total environmental,
health, and safety costs is evidently
widespread. Only 4 5 % of environmental managers measure environmental costs, according to a 1997
study by BTI Consulting Group, a
Boston firm that does environmental
industry research. Of these environmental managers, 75% identify and
track only three or fewer cost measures. Typical costs associated with
regulatory compliance that are most
often overlooked include water;
energy; labor; information management and reporting; product or
resources lost through emissions or
waste; lost capacity; fees, fines, and
penalties; management and administrative costs; insurance; mainte-

nance; and consequential costs such
as disruptions, delays, downtime,
and permits.
Clearly, many of these costs,
which environmental managers typically don't control, are embedded in
production operations and related
business systems. Of these, consequential costs are especially difficult
to identify and quantify. In its continuing work with Real Costs'' analysis tools, Kestrel is finding that
consequential costs can be of great
importance to cost control and profit improvement. For example, environmental regulators forced an
automobile manufacturer to delay
the market release of a new vehicle
model for several months because of
holdups in securing a state air pollution control permit for construction
and start -up of the new process line.
This resulted in huge consequential
costs that obviously dwarfed the cost
of getting the permit.

THEBIGPICTURE
Evaluating the effectiveness of environmental management systems is
most useful when it includes a "dollar quantified" assessment. This
opens the way for integrating environmental management systems and
continued on p.83
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Tax Season
Opens

Mining Company, and it
is a collection of directo-

all other programs. To

It's that time of the year
again. Time to check the
forms in your Package X,
order the first releases of
this year's version of your
tax package, and maybe
do some research on
what's happening online
with forms delivery, information, and filing.

ries with 700 Guide sites

insert the CD, prepare the

A good place to start is at
the About.Accounting
website. About's Tax Software Directory is one of
the best available with
direct links to software
providers in 14 categories
including Income Tax
Prep, Sales and Use, Tools
and Calculators, Estate,
Trust & Retirement, Property, Online, Payroll &
1099, International, Forms
& Supplies, and others.
There are 193 hot links
that take you directly to
companies and services.
The site is at www.taxsites.
com /software.html.

access the others, you

covering all kinds of top-

return, and dial into Lac -

ics. The general account-

erte's host center for pro-

ing directory is worth a

cessing authorization. The

look also —it's at

htt

program includes power-

accounting.about.com.

Q u i c k en 's T u r b o T a x

ful database management
and an appointment man-

The Quicken® TurboTax®
line of product continues
to grow. Its new TurboTax
for the Web should be
available now. Borrowing
from the legacy of the
Turbo desktop products,
the online version has features like Automated Tax
Return and Just -in -Time
imports from Quicken
2001 plus the convenience
of Web filing. Go to
http: / /www.turbotax.com/
turbotaxweb /welcome.html
for pricing details. The
rest of the TurboTax family still ranges from the
small personal packages to
the complete professional
series. Even the entry -level
product features Turbo's
Automated Tax Return

enter common tax infor-

ager. Enhancements this

mation (wages, dividends,

year include automated

capital gains) from multi-

form 8615 preparation

ple sources such as partic-

(Family Link), improved

ipating employers,

partnership special alloca-

brokerage houses, and

tions, automated Schedule

mutual fund companies

K -1 data transfer imports,

directly into the correct

customizable print order,

forms in TurboTax. There

24 new business state

are three personal Turbo -

modules, global reason for

Tax packages, two sole

extension, five new a -file

proprietary, and two busi-

state modules, 1065 a -fil-

ness tax products.

ing, and PDF printing.

www.Quicken.com

www.lscsoft.com
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The Lacerte Software Cor-
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eral in -house tax program

ATX For m s' Saber

you receive REP access to

and M A X

TechnologyComes
Home I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■ THE BAROMETER FOR MEASURING ANY TECHNOLOGY
RIA's G oSyst em T ax

in the home is found in the kitchen. If a technology
succeeds in the kitchen, it has made the final cut. Why

forms, sales tax forms, pro
forma, depreciation,
client, letters /billing, diagnostics, and toll -free support. The Saber program
has built -in tutors, color coded input fields, and is
available in several versions —Saber 1040, which
integrates more than 100
forms; SaberPRO, which
includes 14 of the most
needed federal programs,
including 1040 with a -file;
SaberBIZ, which includes
940/941, 990, 1041, 1065,

1120, and 1120S, and
Saber 10991W2. Additional federal (43) and
state (200 personal and
business) programs are
available in the Saber
series. The Ultimate PRS
program from ATX is a
pay -per- return program if
you have a limited number of returns to file or if
you need to file in a number of states. Every ATX
federal and state entity is
available in the Ultimate
PRS system.
www.atxforms.com
Circle No. 52
RIA's GoSystem Tax is a
total, in -house tax preparation program for
accounting firms. GoSystem Tax has a complete
audit trail, and it provides

a print preview onscreen
of the actual forms. You
can generate labels, management reports, estimates and extensions, and
one icon provides you
with access to all tax manager functions and tax
returns. GoSystem manages multiple years of tax
returns for each client
with easy access for the
preparer. It generates taxpayer invoices by flat rate,
by form /schedule (1040
only), number of pages,
or time —or any combination of these. Manage
your tax practice with
easy access to due date
tracking, staff assignments, and firm activities
onscreen and through
management reports. The
program handles virtually
every type of return
within a system that is
intuitive and easy -tolearn. The GoSystem Tax
RS is the remote server
version that saves on
hardware upgrades and
data management. With
GoSystem RS, the actual
software is kept at RIA's
Data Center, and you
access it through a
Web or private network
connection.
www.riahome.com
Circle No. 53

the kitchen? Because the kitchen is the center of the
home. Despite being misnamed, the kitchen is actually
the living room in the house. It's the place for meals,
meetings, and homework. It's where you go when you
get up and where you go when you get home.
Consider the progress of several technologies of the
last century. When the telephone first found its way
into our homes, we placed it in the front hall, on a
table, as though we were reluctant to even let it in. But
then, as we came to accept it as a necessary part of
our lives, we moved it to the kitchen. Today, the phone
hangs on a wall or sits on a counter as though it were
always there.
Radio, when it was still called the wireless, had a
prominent place in the other living room, its technology
glowing like embers deep inside a beautiful, cathedral shaped wooden case. As it became less special and
more necessary, however, it moved in a smaller Bake-

NIIIIIIII
I

lite case to a shelf or counter in the kitchen, to be
turned on as soon as we got up in the morning. Even
after television followed the same migration path, most
of us still have a radio in the kitchen.
The lesson is, if it works and we learn to love it or
depend on it, we probably will drag it into our favorite
room.
continued on next page
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In their march into our homes, com-

be something other than a miniatur-

board for e-mail. You can set Audrey

ized PC. So they developed the Palm

up on the counter by leaning it back

puters have hit a brick wall. Penetra-

PDA and have since owned that mar-

on its easel arm, or you can hang it

tion is about half of what the

ket. Now they've released a kitchen PC

on the wall.

manufacturers had hoped for, and now

that looks like it might be the com-

earnings and stock prices are begin-

puter that opens a few kitchen doors.

shape places the power button under

ning to bleed as a result of the colli-

Why? The answers are almost too sim-

your right thumb and e-mail under

sion with that wall. The wall actually is

ple. It was designed for the kitchen. It

your left. Like the Palm Pilot, there

a door —the door to the kitchen —and

doesn't look like, and in a number of

are dedicated buttons for the address

until someone figures out how to get

book, datebook, and browser. You can

the computer through it, PC makers

sync information from up to two Palm -

have a serious problem. Speculation

compatible devices (Palm, Hand-

:J: ,

over imminent price wars have led

T'?

some commentators to assume that
the ranks of PC manufacturers will be

. .
. e

thinned this year.
And why have we kept PCs out of
our favorite room when it already is

40 000

TV babble, and chirping phones? Two
reasons leap to mind. PCs are bulky

spring, and Sony Clios). Different
family members get their own color
code so they can easily find their
events on the calendar.
The e-mail function is interesting.
You can type an e-mail with the wire-

humming with the sounds of music,

less keyboard, or you can handwrite it
on the touch - sensitive screen (scrib-

Handwritten e-mail on Audrey

and have the industrial chic of East

ble if you're a younger user). Or you
can send a voice message. The

European cars, and, running on the

ways doesn't act like, a PC —it's more

microphone is the hole to the right of

Windows operating system, they are

like a large color PDA. And finally, it's

the Web channel selection dial. Snap-

complicated and unreliable. In a

called Audrey —not iPaq IA -1.

shots that were saved in Audrey's

word, they are office machines

With Audrey, most of the functions

Not that companies haven't tried,

address book can be added to e-mail.

are push- button, and there's a twist

Tap the file, and it gets transferred.

but most of the kitchen PCs have

dial with 12 preset Web channels for

In fact, the tapping connection

failed because, well because they were

TV -like tuning. The screen is a color

makes Audrey look a lot like an over-

PCs. Netpliance's I- opener and Virgin's

touch - sensitive screen that's 6 1 /a X

sized, highly styled Palm for the

3/a

appliances didn't go anywhere. And

4

recently, Compaq and Gateway have

rests in the top of the device and

in the address book, the e-mail func-

released Web appliances they claim

lights up when there are unread mes-

tion opens —tap a Web address, and

will fit right into your kitchen. Well, I
would be surprised because both sus-

sages. And there's a wireless key-

the browser takes you there. And you

piciously resemble PCs, and the Compaq iPaq IA -1 must be connected to
the Microsoft Network, and the Gateway Connected Touch Pad requires the
AOL service. When will computer man-

inches, and the clear stylus

kitchen. If you tap an e-mail address

know Audrey was destined for the

Separate yourse /F
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)

kitchen. She is available in ocean,
sunshine, meadow, linen, and slate.
Not the putty or grays you might find
in a geek- suite.
So has the computer finally come

ufacturers realize that the company

Let Lambers show you how you can

home? Perhaps. But if Audrey is to

store dynamic last worked when Coal

achievethesegoalsright inyour ownhome!

take off like 3Coms' other suc-

was King?
Oh, well, so we're slow learners
3Com —Three Kinds of Smart
3Com was the company that was

Lanwsl

I F eb ru a ry

of word -of -mouth that sold the Palm
devices. Good thing it will be in the

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa.com

busiest room in the house. Where
better to be seen and picked up than
in the kitchen? ■

pocket computer to succeed, it had to
ST RAT EGIC FINANC E

cesses, it will probably take the kind
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smart enough to realize that for a
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When you pick it up, Audrey's
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Neal Hannon, Editor

I XBRL

EDGAR Online Creates Repository for Financial
Statements Tagged in XBRL
IMAGINE A SOURCE FOR FINDING ANY COMPANY'S

financial information coded in XBRL. Think about the
time you'll save by downloading this information directly
into databases and spreadsheets without re- keying the information. EDGAR Online, Inc., soon will make that
dream come true.
EDGAR Online, Inc., recently announced that it's establishing the first public repository for company financial statements in XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting
Language) format. (See last month's column.) It also announced it has hired Liv A. Watson, a
member of the IMA's Technology Committee, as director to establish and manage the repository. The EDGAR Online
XBRL Repository will provide a single
source for analysts, investors, credit and
lending institutions, news organizations,
and accountants to find any company financials prepared and published in this
format.
Watson says, "Our goal is to establish
the first XBRL repository and go live
early next year. The incorporation of
XBRL will allow EDGAR Online, Inc., to
provide superior services to companies,
analysts, investors and other audiences
allowing for more informed financial
and management decisions.'
John Taysom, founder and co -CEO of the Reuters
Greenhouse Fund, a strategic investor in EDGAR Online,
Inc., added: "This move looks set to solidify EDGAR Online's position in SEC -based data. Reuters is deeply committed to helping develop the new standards which will

become critical to sophisticated users of news and financial data.'
For more information, visit http: / /www.edgar- online,
com/news.

Bryant College Opens XBRL Educational
Resource Center
On January 31, 2001, Bryant College opened the XBRL
Educational Resource Center. The celebration included
lectures, demonstrations, and workshops on the future of
electronic business reporting,
XBRL. The XBRL Educational
Resource Center's mission will
include:
1. Educating users and potential
users about XBRL and how it will
help their businesses. This will include short courses, full-day courses, instructional material, articles,
academic studies, and more.
2. Providing resources for the
academic community in the form
of course materials, teaching materials, demo software, and workshops for faculty on how to incorporate XBRL into current and future courses.
You can visit the Bryant College XBRL Educational
Resource Center at http: / /web.bryant.edu /xbrl.

XBRL Basics: Elements
The driving force behind the power of XML is that you
or your company, by using a defined set of markup tags,
F e b r u a ry 2 0 0 1
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can encode your documents with information that precisely describes
your data. Computer programs and
humans can then read the data, and
both parties will understand the
message.
Contrast the above with the state of -the -art in financial statement
presentation today, the company
Web page. The flat representations of
financial statements, written in
HTML, give the reader blobs of text.
XBRL - enabled financial statements
replace text blobs with XML -coded
financial information, producing
rich documents that are machine
readable as well as human readable.
XBRL gives financial information
the added ability to be transported
directly into computer applications
such as a database or a spreadsheet
while retaining 100% of the original
information. This means that programs processing XBRL documents
can "understand" them much better
and process the information in ways
that are impossible with HTML (or
ordinary text processor documents).

It's Elemental, Mr. Watson
The XML specification calls for the
use of elements to describe the information in XBRL. Elements are
fundamental units of XML content
that contain author- specified chunks
of data. Using start tags and end
tags, elements detail the logical components of an XML document.
The shaded section at the top of
the page shows a segment of the taxonomy XBRL for Financial Statement
for US Commercial and Industrial
Companies,released July 31, 2000,
and modified by Great Plains, Inc.
XBRL uses elements to name accounting, business, and financial concepts. Elements in XBRL come in
three categories: annotation, appinfo,
and import. XBRL uses annotation to
80
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<element name =" userDefinedEntitylnformation .fiscalYearEnd" type = "string ">
<annotation>
<documentation> Great Plains Fiscal Year End < /documentation>
- <appinfo>
<rollup to= "ci:entitylnformation .userDefinedEntitylnformation"
weight = "0" order = "1" />
<label xml:lang = "en "> Fiscal Year End < / label>
<reference name= "GPSI" number = "77" chapter = "1" paragraph= "iii"
subparagraph = "" />
f
< /appinfo>
< /annotation>
< /element>

document accounting concepts. The
appinfo element holds "application related" information typically read by
a computer program. Information intended for use by computer software
applications is also contained here.
The <rollup to= "ci:......" ..> defines
the parent/child relationship in the
document.
XBRL uses the element function
in XML to further define concepts,
give instructions to computer programs, and identify other XBRL taxonomies that are used in a specific
application of XML.
What's important for a financial
professional to know about XBRL elements? The main idea is the one of
extensibility. XBRL, as well as XML,
can be extended to provide precise
information. It will be rare when a
published industry segment taxonomy will have all the tags needed to
create a complete instance of XBRL
for every company. Financial professionals will need to know how to
create extensions to the main documents and to know where they will
fit in a correctly formed XBRL instance document.

XBRL.ORG Request for
Requirements for XBRL
Specification, Version 2.0
XBIRL.org has announced a request

for requirements for XBRL
Specification, version 2.0. This is
an open request for all users and
developers of XBRL to submit
ideas for "for the enhancement of
the technical requirements for
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language)." Anyone who
would like to comment on the
XBRL specification is encouraged
to read the announcement posted
on www.xbrl.ore. Comments
should be posted to the xbrl -public discussion group, located at
http: / /www.egroul2s.com /group/
xbrl- public. ■

Neal Hannon has been writing and
giving seminars about the Internet
since 1996. He developed IMA's
Internet Essentials for Financial
Professionals, which has been delivered 50 times throughout the U.S.
He is a member ofthe IMA's
Information Technology Committee.
Hannon has written a book, The
Business of the Internet, as well as
numerous articles for business magazines. He joined the XBRL. org
steering committee in July 2000 and
in August was named IMA's voting
representative. In September, he was
appointed cochair of XBRL.org's
education committee.
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A Garden of Stock Options Helps
Harvest Talent
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THE ROI OF POLLUTION
PREVENTIONRISESRADICALLY
WHEN`HIDDEN" ENVIRONMENTALMANAGEMENTCOSTS
AREREVEALED.
programs with core business operations and practices, yielding the
greatest benefit for the company as a
whole.
Translating activities and results
of good environmental, health, and
safety management into the language of business indicators, practices, and ultimately, business
performance, lies at the heart of
achieving better understanding and
general acceptance of environmental
programs. Of course the legal compliance language used to describe
environmental performance is
important in communications with
business managers. But it falls short
of describing the full impact of real
cost savings on the company at large.
Instead, managers should quantify
the impact of alternative compliance
strategies on operating costs or on
savings.
Managers are often more receptive
to investigating alternative, more efficient manufacturing processes and
procedures when the full costs —
direct and indirect —are accounted
for in a company's use of water, raw
materials, or energy; in air emissions;
wastewater discharges; or wastes
hauled to disposal. The total cost per
gallon of water used, the tons of
waste emitted per ton of product
produced, and the dollars of waste
emitted per day are valuable data.

When added to the routine production reports, these real
costs /unit costs help to underscore
the environmental cost impact of
business decisions and practices. In
turn, this helps to bring a managerial focus to improving environmental performance as an integral part
of business operations.
Historically, the cost of controlling pollution rises directly with the
amount of pollution. The cost per
unit to control 80% of an air emission or wastewater discharge is significantly higher than it is to control
50 %. And controlling 99% has a
much higher cost per unit than controlling 80 %. But when the "real
costs" are identified at 10 times the
accounting of direct environmental
costs, the return on investment for
pollution prevention rises.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Tracking all the real costs makes it
possible to hold business and production managers accountable for
the environmental costs or savings
of their decisions, regardless of
where the environmental consequences play out in the manufacturing process. When the real
environmental cost performance is
known, a new and vigorous style of
environmental leadership usually
emerges. Initiatives aimed at

improving resource efficiency in
product production are preferred
over more short -term expense
reductions, such as cuts in environmental staffing or training budgets.
Proper accounting for environmental expenditures opens new
doors for identifying and cutting
costs embedded and hidden
throughout the manufacturing
process. This offers significant competitive advantages in areas such as
profit margins, expenditure efficiency, cycle -time shortening, manufacturing flexibility, legal pitfalls, and
relations with customers, employees,
government, and the public.
Companies that fail to implement
systems to measure environmental
costs will be unable to manage those
costs. As a result, they will continue
to under - invest in environmental related activities, equipment, and
procedures that could lower costs
and improve performance. ■
Thomas P. Kunes is a principal with
Kestrel Management Services, LLC, a
management consulting firm providing environmental management
system design and improvement, risk
and liability management, and
operational and business process
improvement /optimization. He can
be reached at (608) 226 -0531 or
tkunes@kestrel-mgmnt.com.
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.
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Publicly traded manufacturing company specializing in the international petroleum industry is looking for an Accounting
Supervisor. Candidate will oversee all financial reporting, supervise six individuals, and manage all aspects of accounts payable
and accounts receivable. This individual must be intimately
familiar with balance sheets and income statements, general
ledgers, and monthly and quarterly closing processes. In addition
to having technical skills, the ideal candidate will be adventurous, confident, and outgoing. A CPA is preferred but not
required. Supervisory experience is necessary; industry experience
is a plus. Benefits are exceptional and include a profit sharing
plan, a pension plan, and a discounted stock purchase plan.
Salary to $53K.

A $6- billion major chemical company is looking for a
Disbursement Supervisor to manage and safeguard the company's disbursement funds. The individual will implement strategies formulated by upper management, maintain an effective
work group and work schedule, and encourage creativity among
all employees. The position requires intimate knowledge of the
accounts payable process and a basic understanding of core
accounting and control concepts. Additionally, the ideal candidate will possess excellent supervisory and customer relations
skills. A Bachelor's in Business Administration is required and 2+
years of experience in a management position is preferred. Good
benefits package and salary to $63K.

Financial Manager
Well- established leading software developer is looking for a
Financial Manager. The company is publicly held and funded by
large corporate investors. Position is the sole financial contact for
one of the three business units within the company. Primary
responsibilities will involve financial modeling of new business
segments and /or possible acquisitions. Additionally, individual
will manage expenses and revenues for this business unit. The
ideal candidate will have an understanding of the sales end of the
business as well. The environment is relaxed and casual but hard
working. Bachelor's degree required, preferably with a CPA
and/or an MBA, along with a passion for the business, strong
work ethic, and ability to maintain confidence. Because this
position does not supervise, the individual must be willing to do
what is necessary to get the job done. Salary to $100K.

Reliable Senior Accountant needed in a large oil and gas company. Position will perform functions for offshore and onshore
oil- and gas-producing and non -producing properties.
Knowledge of both environments is a plus. This individual will
need to administer all AFE expenditures, supervise joint interest monthly closing cycles, and prepare billings to partners.
Less pertinent responsibilities include recording cash calls to
partners and reviewing joint operating agreements. A degree in
Accounting is required; a CPA or 2+ years of experience in the
industry is preferred. The company offers excellent benefits.

Salary to $55K.

Director o, Fiyaanciuxl_Reporting
An innovative merchandise application technology provider is
looking for a Financial Reporting Director. Working under the
direction of the Vice President of Finance, the individual will
be responsible for providing detailed budget and financial
analyses to upper management. Solid knowledge of profit planning, capital expenditures, cash flow budgeting, and collection /audit activity is necessary. The Director will also prepare
cash flow reports and monitor the cash position of the company. The ideal candidate will be detail oriented, able to work
long hours, and maintain good analytical skills. Prior management experience in collecting and interpreting financial data is
a plus. A relevant Bachelor's degree is required; an advanced
degree, preferably a CPA, is highly desirable. Comprehensive
benefits and salary to $65K.

Controller'
A consumer foods business is looking for a Controller. Successful
candidate will have the opportunity to become the key financial
player in the region, responsible for understanding the dynamics
of sales and customer relations and its impact on the overall consumer foods business. CPA and/or MBA required in addition to
5+ years' related accounting/finance experience. Salary $65 -75K
+ 10% bonus.

c

accou ntaw
Large international manufacturing company has excellent opportuni ty for a hardworking individual t o st e p into a ve ry vi si bl e

Senior Accountant position and act as the right -hand person to
the Controller. Position will handle financial reporting for 23
manufacturing facilities in North America, as well as prepare
consolidated reports, look at budgeting issues, investigate variances (analysis) and convey findings to management.
Manufacturing industry experience preferred. Ideal candidate
must be eager for opportunities to learn and take on more
responsibility, as this company is experiencing phenomenal
growth. This position requires a 4 -year degree, but not essential.
Salary $50 -60K.

Controller
A professional law firm is looking for a hands -on Controller.
Firm is looking for a professional with 6+ years' experience in a
management accounting position. Must be capable of creating
financial statements as well as coordinating the annual budget
process. This position requires a 4 -year degree and either an
MBA or CPA certification. Law -firm experience a plus, but not
required. Salary $60 -70K.

.meager

ing

A high- growth company that is looking to double their revenues
over the next year is looking for an Accounting Manager. This
individual will develop and maintain company financial records
and reports, which includes producing the monthly financial
statements and managing inventory, A/R, AM and G/L entries.
Position will also be involved in budgeting and analysis. Ideal
candidate will have a high level of energy and a great attitude.
Bachelor's degree in accounting is required. Salary $55 -65K.

Financial Business Analyst
A premier consulting firm is looking for a Financial Business
Analyst. Position's responsibilities include financial modeling,
competitive analysis and post- acquisition integration. Requires
3+ years of business analysis, merger & acquisition or valuation
experience. Solid academic credentials are important. Salary
$60 -80K.

Staff AccountaW
Billing department of successful company is looking for a Staff
Accountant. The ideal candidate will have a degree in
Accounting with 3+ years' experience. Must be extremely
detailed and have the ability to work on complex projects and
work well under high- pressure deadlines. Candidate will report
directly to the Billing Manager and will be responsible for billing
and maintenance of the company's largest and most complex
account. Excellent benefits and opportunity for growth are available. Salary to $42K.

StaffAccountant
A specialized construction contractor is looking for a Staff
Accountant. Ideal candidate will have a BS Degree in accounting
and 1+ years' G/L or cost accounting experience. Requires strong
software skills. Must be a self - starter and be comfortable in a
fast -paced dynamic environment. Responsibilities include assisting in financial statement preparation and cost accounting for
this rapidly growing company. Salary to $32K.

+EbWFinancial O cer
Successful contractor to the construction industry seeks a senior level individual with excellent business acumen and an entrepreneurial spirit to act as Chief Financial Officer on their management team. A CPA certification and experience in the construction industry a definite plus. Salary to $100K.

Assistant Controller
A large stock market company is seeking a professional with 5+
years' public /private experience. Responsibilities include SEC
reporting, consolidation, P &L responsibility for a $200- million
US operation, budgeting, variance analysis, cash management
and financial modeling. This high- exposure position will also
aid in due diligence. Salary to $70K plus stock incentive.

International leader in media advertising seeks a fast -track
Accounting Manager for financial statement preparation and
analysis, budgeting, forecasting, staff supervision and some
operational responsibilities. The ideal candidate will have 5+
years' public /private experience and proven management success. BS in Accounting and Finance required, CPA/MBA desirable. Salary to $75K plus bonus.

Controller
Growing general contracting company is looking for a
Controller. The ideal candidate will have at least five years'
experience with a construction industry background and at
least one construction accounting software program. Bachelor's
degree in accounting or finance is required. This is a hands -on
position with potential for growth. The Controller will be
responsible for financial production and supervision of three
accounting employees. Banking relations and software decisions will also be the responsibility of this individual. Great
benefits available including bonus, matching 401(k), medical
and dental coverage. Salary is commensurate with experience
up to $75K.

Financial Analyst
A hospital is seeking a Financial Analyst. Primary responsibilities include assisting in the preparation and monitoring of the
hospital's operating budget, capital budget and strategic capital plan. Candidate will be required to apply infection control
policies /practices as necessary. Ideal candidate must meet population- specific competencies. This position requires a degree
in Accounting or Finance, with MBA preferred and a minimum of 3 years of experience in analytical work. Two medical
plans available: EPO and HMO; dental and vision included.
Salary to $60K.

Fast - growing, multi- location beverage company is looking for a
Staff Accountant. This is an excellent opportunity to grow as this
company continues to expand and add locations nationwide.
The ideal candidate will work on month -end, journal entries,
variance analysis, budgeting and some sales reporting from the
various locations. Position reports to an Accounting Manager.
Bachelor's degree is required. Candidates must have working
knowledge of Excel. Salary $35 -45K.

Senior Financial Analyst
A cutting -edge, high -tech manufacturing company is looking
for a Senior Financial Analyst. Ideal candidate will have MBA
to work with business case scenario analysis, cost /benefit
analysis and operational analysis. Strong career path
opportunities and high visibility with Senior Management.
Salary $60 -70K.

Call now for a FREE copy ofthe Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalf.com.
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Special Clarifications
we must apologize in advance for
assuming your fault in the matter-

Reminders

In the spirit of creating a friendlier,
more helpful IRS (as mandated by
those outside the Agency), we offer

- Who must file. All breathing
beings within sight of our borders,

the following clarifications:

triated.
(We
a
as
well as
thewere
deceased
directed to

•�The�IRS�exists�forouthe�� emocracy,
purpose of funding
preserving its guarantees of life,

forthcoming.)

liberty, and so on. HOW
practical reasons , We are unabletiat
at
this time to include that assume
Therefore, if you
of innocence thing.
can't prove it, don't claim it. If we
doubt it, you're guilty*
. We haVe added 800 phone
numbers, online FAQs, and more
e
Ghat you
staff to answer all your
HOWEVER, in the event
are given confusing, contradictory,
misguided, or incorrect advice and
you don't have recorded verification,
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•�Finally,�in�an�effort�to�extend�the
friendliness and fairness tle
leaning
a n on
side group that has been
resent
us, we have asked that they present
specific bills before
ieh ow often do You
payment. After
on the
go into a store, throw money
counter, and ask them, when they
get around to it, to let you know
far,as
what it is you have boug ht. obut
the group hasn't responded,
we said in our mission statement in
Vol 1, the new plan will p ement
take some time.
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What you don't see can hurt your books.
The company you hire must find hidden revenue
better than anyone. We are that company.
We are PRG, your single source for recovery
services, expense containment and knowledge
application. We quickly help you reveal hard to -find profits. We also improve your existing
processes with an expert suite of services
that includes logistics, tax, communications
and payables. At PRG, we know how to find
undiscovered profits. And we'll lead you
right to them. Log on to www.prgx.com
or call 866.284.4096 for more information.
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